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Introduction 
OIR Group1 has completed a year and a half tour as the City of Las Cruces’ 
Independent Police Auditor.2  In our role as the IPA, OIR Group reviews 
investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (“LCPD”) into 
allegations of officer misconduct that are initiated by members of the public or 
the Department itself.  Our goal is to determine whether LCPD’s handling of 
each case was complete, objective, and thorough, and that actions taken in 
response to the investigations were appropriate.  The independent review 
adds a layer of outside scrutiny – and public transparency – to the 
Department’s efforts at addressing allegations of misconduct.  Additionally, the 
recommendations we often make in conjunction with individual cases are 
intended to enhance the future strength of the underlying processes. 
 
We also review closed litigation against the City of Las Cruces that involved 
members of the LCPD. This is an additional window into the performance 
issues that create potential liability, with an eye toward future risk 
management. 
 
And, as part of our assignment, we produce a Semi-Annual Audit Report to 
share our work with City leadership, stakeholders, and the community to 
increase communication and transparency.  This is our third such report.   
 
In this third Report, we discuss our review of sixteen Internal Affairs cases that 
were closed after investigation by LCPD between June 1, 2022, and 

 
1 OIR Group has been working in the field of independent oversight of law 
enforcement for two decades.  It is led by Michael Gennaco, a former federal 
prosecutor and a nationally recognized leader in the oversight field, as well as three 
expert associates.  We specialize in evaluating and seeking to strengthen law 
enforcement policies, practices, and accountability measures.  You can learn more at 
our website, www.OIRGroup.com.  You may contact us at Info@OIRGroup.com 
 

2 An Independent Police Auditor, or IPA, is one form of civilian oversight of law 
enforcement that is increasingly being considered by jurisdictions throughout the 
country.   
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November 30, 2022.3  We share the recommendations derived from those 
reviews and provide a limited statistical analysis.  We then summarize our 
review of one closed civil litigation case against the city that involved LCPD.   

After almost two years into our engagement, the Department has continued to 
make notable improvements to the Internal Affairs complaint process.  Many of 
the systemic internal issues that we identified early in our engagement – 
related to the way cases were classified and investigated – have been 
resolved.  The Department is producing more complete and comprehensive 
investigations that include, for example, recorded interviews of complainants 
and witnesses.  The Department has also increased external transparency by 
writing more detailed close-out letters to public complainants. 
 
In this period, the Department also implemented changes based on our 
recommendations and their own identification of concerns: it re-structured 
management of two specialized units, quickly filled openings within the Internal 
Affairs unit after transfers and promotions led to period of understaffing, and 
began to implement the Force Review Cadre, an expanded use of force 
review process to better evaluate force and the performance of officers in the 
field. 
 
The Department also continues its efforts to establish a “Disciplinary Matrix” 
that standardizes – and makes known to LCPD’s employees – the range of 
consequences that will result from future violations of each specific policy.   
While the development of such an instrument is painstaking work, we 
encourage it as a means of ensuring that the discipline process is guided by 
clear, consistent, and effective protocols.   
 
We are pleased to acknowledge that the Department continues to be 
extremely cooperative, timely, and collaborative in providing us with the 
information we need to perform our role.  And, importantly, the agency’s 
leadership has been consistently receptive in considering and responding to 
our ideas for change. 
 
It is with that continued improvement in mind that we detail our findings from 
this review period.  The recommendations offered in this Report are made in 

 
3 Some of the underlying incidents occurred prior to this window of time.   
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recognition of the continued importance of internal review to the operational 
effectiveness and public legitimacy of LCPD, and are meant to help contribute 
to that process. 
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Internal Affairs Case Review 
As reported by LCPD, in the period from June 1, 2022, to November 30, 2022, 
LCPD initiated 33 Internal Affairs cases across all complaint case categories.4  
We looked at a percentage of them for this report; the others were either still 
pending completion or of a nature that fell below our established review 
threshold in terms of the seriousness of the allegations at issue.   
 
While the receipt of new complaints indicates that the Department fell short of 
complete public satisfaction, it is also instructive to put these numbers into 
context. In this period, LCPD responded to 68,691 calls for service.5  
Proportionally, then, the total number of encounters that generated a 
complaint in this period constitutes just a tiny fraction of Department’s overall 
interactions with the public.  And the number of new complaints is lower than 
in the previous six-months of our review schedule, even though that earlier 
time period produced significantly fewer calls (54,552).6    
 
Our scope of work requires that we review completed and closed investigation 
files from formal citizen complaints, Internal Investigations, and complaints 
with allegations against LCPD that are reported to the City of Las Cruces 
Ethics Hotline.  We received and reviewed 16 cases in the six-month period 
covered here. 

 5 II.  Internal Investigations, or “II,” are complaints generated by the 
department when there is an internal allegation related to misconduct or 

 
4 This data was provided by LCPD Internal Affairs from its IA Pro system; this case 
count includes all Internal Investigations, External Investigations classified as 
Category 1, 2, or 3, Supervisory Matters, Vehicle Crashes, and Vehicles Pursuits.  

5 This data was provided by Mesilla Valley Regional Dispatch Authority (MVRDA) via 
LCPD.  It is important to note that not all complaints come from calls for service.  
Some might come from interactions that were not precipitated by a call, such as a 

traffic stop, accident investigation, or enforcement contact initiated by the police.  But 
this increase does reflect a high level of officer activity during these months.   
 
6 LCPD attributes some of the rise in calls for service to an ongoing expansion of 
issues with the unhoused population within the City.   
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operational actions of employees on or off-duty; these may involve 
allegations that are raised during encounters with members of the 
public.  Unless serious or complex in nature, these operational 
concerns are investigated by the employee’s chain of command and 
then forwarded to IA for tracking and filing.  In this period, one of these 
cases -- involving internal supervision -- was reported to the Ethics 
Hotline. 
 

 11 EIC1.  External Investigations, or “EI,” are complaints reported by 
the Las Cruces public.  These fall into one of three sub-classifications 
based on the perceived seriousness of the allegations.7  Category 1, 
which we review, is a “formal” complaint that is documented and 
investigated by Internal Affairs. One of these was reported via the 
Ethics Hotline. 

 
Ten cases were initiated by members of the public through the public 
complaint process, and one was initiated by a member of the public 
through the Ethics Hotline.  LCPD classified these as Category 1 
External Investigations.   

Civilian Demographics 
While only 11 cases were officially classified as “External,” a total of fourteen 
cases involved at least some interaction with a member of the public.  Six of 
these cases involved interaction with a Hispanic civilian and seven a white 
civilian.  One was anonymous.  The remaining two cases did not involve 
interaction with the public.   

The majority of these incidents (11) stemmed from employees’ actions or 
conduct during a call for service.   

 
7 Of these External Investigations, OIR Group only reviews EI Category 1, or “EIC1.” 
There are two other categories for External Investigations: Category 2 is an “informal” 
complaint that involves allegations of a “non-serious” nature where the reporting 
complainant chooses not to pursue a formal investigation; and Category 3 involves 
allegations of a “non-serious” nature where the complainant is not able to articulate a 
complaint, or where there is an apparent lack of General Order violations. 
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Most cases involved incidents in or the residents of the zip code 88001.  Two 
were reported by complainants who reside in out-of-area zip codes.  Two were 
reported “anonymously;” as such, there was no related zip code. 

 

7

2

2

1
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COMPLAINTS BY ZIP CODE

88001 88012 88005 88004 Out of area
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Officer & Allegation Data 
The sixteen complaint cases that we reviewed encompassed 39 separate 
formal allegations against 21 LCPD employees across several rank levels.8  
This is down markedly from our last period, which featured nearly 60 formal 
allegations within the sixteen separate investigations we reviewed.9   

According to the Department, 14 of these employees are Hispanic, six are 
white, and one is Black.   

Here again, as in our last report, we did not find any notable trends related to 
officer race or race of the complainant relative to the officer(s).  We also 
previously reported no notable racial disparities in traffic or pedestrian stops; 
this continues to be true because there were no new cases related to traffic 
stops in this period.  OIR Group intends to continue tracking officer and 
complainant demographics and will report any findings of significance related 
to race, area, and / or rank. 

We also evaluated cases by allegation type to determine trends or areas of 
repeat concern.  The allegation types were as follows: 

 Procedural – Other, which includes allegations of failure to investigate, 
reporting delays, or breaches of security / confidentiality, among 
others) 

 Procedural – Code of Conduct, which includes conduct unbecoming, 
discourtesy, and insubordination, among others 

 
8 At the time of the investigation, 1 accused employee was a Lieutenant, 2 were 
Sergeants, 11 were Officers, 2 were non-sworn supervisors, and 5 were non-sworn 
employees.  Two complaints were against the same officer for similar issues (2021II-
003 and 2021EIC1-027). 

9 While this is obviously a reduction in the total number of specific policy violations 
that were alleged, the connection to relative “customer satisfaction” or officer 
performance is not an exact one.  Some of it is a function of factors such as fewer 
officers being present on the calls that generated complaints.  Moreover, as we 
discuss in our analysis section below, we found that LCPD did not fully frame all 
allegations in some investigations, which contributed in part to this lower count. 
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 Use of Force, which includes allegations of excessive force 
 Compliance with Laws and Rules 
 Recording Devices, which involves an employee’s failure to activate a 

body-worn recording device or properly store recorded evidence. 

In our last report, we identified an increase in allegations related to the more 
procedural components of police work, such as report writing and appropriate 
evidence storage.  Last period, these were internal complaints, identified by 
the Department during the complaint investigation process.  In this period, we 
noted an increase in external complaints of report writing (e.g., made by 
members of the public).  For this reason, we added an allegation category 
specific to report writing: “Reporting.” 

Through investigation, the Department found, and we agreed, that half of 
these allegations had merit, while the remaining half were exonerated or 
unfounded.  In the cases where the allegations were sustained (3 allegations 
against 2 officers), the Department sought to remedy report-writing 
deficiencies through discipline and training, but, eventually, both officers left 
the Department to seek other employment.   

We will continue to track the Department’s progress in report writing training 
and supervision by using this allegation type in future reports. 
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We also review case outcomes, or “dispositions.”  In this period, officers were 
exonerated in 16 of these allegations, which means that the alleged action(s) 
occurred, but the officer acted lawfully and within Department policy.  Eleven 
(11) of the allegations were sustained.  Nine were unfounded and three were 
not sustained.  We discuss these last two dispositions in greater detail in our 
analysis section below. 

For those sustained allegations, the discipline ranged from a verbal or written 
reprimand up to a 20-hour suspension.  In most cases, these officers were 
also directed to some form of training.  In one case, an employee was 
terminated for an unrelated matter, and, in another, the officer resigned before 
the case investigation was complete. 

 

 

 

Summary of Case Data 
Here, we provide a very brief summary of each case with the rank of the 
accused employees, allegations and dispositions.  Our final memos with full 
case summaries, recommendations, and LCPD’s Management Responses, 
are included as Appendix A to this Report. 
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2021II-003 
Public-initiated complaint related to a welfare check.  Officers responded to 
check on the safety of a couple who were fighting in a parking lot.  Officer 
forcefully shoved the female into the police vehicle.  Included a related use of 
force investigation. 
 
Officer Police Reports Sustained 
Officer Prisoner Transport Sustained 
Officer Use of Force Sustained 

 
 
 
2021II-015 
Complaint to the Ethics Hotline regarding ongoing harassment of female 
employees by a supervisor and related management concerns within a 
particular unit.   
 
Non-
sworn 
supervisor Discrimination and Harassment Unfounded 
Non-
sworn 
supervisor Personnel Manual: Leave Exonerated 
Non-
sworn 
supervisor Overtime Procedures Exonerated 
Non-
sworn 
supervisor Code of Conduct Sustained 
Non-
sworn 
employee Recording Devices Sustained 
Non-
sworn 
employee Recording Devices Sustained 

 

2021EIC1-024 
Public complaint resulting from a call for service.  After the incident, the 
complainant alleged that the sergeant was rude, used excessive force, 
arrested him without cause, failed to provide him medical treatment, and failed 
to communicate with him effectively, as he is deaf and uses sign language.  
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Sergeant Persons with Disabilities Exonerated 
Officer 1 Persons with Disabilities Exonerated 
Officer 2 Persons with Disabilities Exonerated 

 
 
2021EIC1-026 
Public complaint alleging that officers failed to write an accurate incident 
report, was rude, and had inappropriately accused her grandson of watching a 
neighbor.   
 

Officer Code of Conduct - Conduct Toward Public Exonerated 
Officer Police Reports Exonerated 

 
 
2021EIC1-027 
Public complaint alleging that an officer had not appropriately conducted a 
traffic investigation, resulting in her missing necessary insurance information 
to file a claim. 

Officer Traffic Crash Investigation Exonerated 
 

2022II-003 
Public complaint alleging that an officer inappropriately cited the complainant.  
This investigation resulted in discovery of additional management issues in a 
specific Department unit. 
 

Lieutenant Supervisor Responsibilities Not Sustained 
Lieutenant Code of Conduct Not Sustained 
Non-
sworn 
supervisor Supervisor Responsibilities Not Sustained 
Non-
sworn 
employee Code of Conduct Exonerated 
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2022II-005 
Public complaint alleging that, while conducting investigations at her place of 
work, an officer harassed her repeatedly and, later, pulled her over while she 
was driving in a vehicle that was known to the officer. 
 

Officer Discrimination and Harassment Unfounded 
Officer Unsatisfactory Performance Unfounded 
Officer Standards of Conduct Unfounded 
Officer Conduct Unbecoming Unfounded 

 
2022II-009 
Department-generated complaint of harassment of a subordinate by a 
supervisor as reported by the subordinate. 
 

Sergeant Discrimination and Harassment Unfounded 
Sergeant Standards of Conduct Unfounded 

 
 
2022EIC1-001 
Public complaint that officers used excessive force while detaining a subject. 
 

Officer Use of Force Unfounded 
 
 
2022EIC1-002 
Public complainant alleged that the officer did not provide satisfactory service 
when he responded to resolve a neighbor dispute. 
 

Officer Code of Conduct Exonerated 
Officer Release of Property Sustained 
Officer Evidence and Property Sustained 
Officer Recording Devices Sustained 

 
 
2022EIC1-006 
Public complainant observed a non-sworn employee driving recklessly in a 
Department vehicle.  Investigation revealed that this non-sworn employee, 
who was already on probation, was late reporting for her shift. 
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Non-
sworn 
employee Code of Conduct - Reporting for Duty Sustained 
Non-
sworn 
employee Vehicle Operation Sustained 

 
 
2022EIC1-009 
This investigation was initiated when a complainant alleged that an LCPD 
officer committed an unlawful search, seizure, and questioning of her juvenile 
son. 
 

Officer Search and Seizure Procedures Exonerated 
Officer Juvenile Interviews Exonerated 

 
 
2022EIC1-011 
Public complainant alleged that he was the subject of targeted, harassing 
enforcement by code enforcement employees. 
 
Non-
sworn 
employee 

Code Enforcement - Duties and 
Responsibilities Exonerated 

Non-
sworn 
employee Code Enforcement - Observation Exonerated 

 
 
2022EIC1-017 
Public complainant alleged that officers did not appropriately respond to his 
call for service after a dispute in a coffee shop. 
 

Officer Code of Conduct - Unsatisfactory Performance Exonerated 
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2022EIC1-018 
Public complainant alleged that officers failed to control her partner’s 
movements in their shared residence when she called for a civil standby to 
enforce an emergency protection order. 
 

Officer Domestic Family Disturbance - Standby Calls Exonerated 
 
 
2022EIC1-026 
Public complaint to the Ethics Hotline regarding an officer idling his 
Department vehicle.   
 

Officer City Policy - Idling Vehicle Unfounded 
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Review, Findings & 
Recommendations 
Since 2001, OIR Group’s monitoring responsibilities have provided its 
members with unique outsider access to a full range of internal review 
processes for many police agencies.  This includes countless Internal Affairs 
investigations into officer misconduct.  We have seen firsthand the way that 
different agencies perform such important functions with greater or lesser 
effectiveness.  We recognize the principles of sound, thorough investigation 
and its importance to appropriate accountability.   
 
We brought this experience to these case reviews.  Our review included an 
assessment and discussion of the following components: 
 

1. LCPD’s internal review mechanism, as managed by the Internal Affairs 
unit 

2. The substance of the investigations themselves 
3. Related operational (e.g., training or policy) issues 

 
To accomplish this, OIR Group reviewed all evidence provided by LCPD and 
consulted with LCPD regarding case questions or potential 
recommendations.10   

OIR Group submitted a memo for each case and LCPD provided a 
Management Response.  As noted above, our completed memos are included 
as Appendix A to this Report.  In this section, we summarize the findings and 
recommendations from our reviews.   

 
10 When LCPD closed an Internal Affairs investigation within the scope of our work, 
LCPD provided OIR Group with all documentary and digital evidence related to the 
case file.  This often included, but was not limited to, the investigative memo, internal 
case correspondence, disposition/findings memo, limited personnel files, disciplinary 
recommendations, body-worn camera video, radio / dispatch audio recordings, and 
recordings of interviews with personnel, complainants, and witnesses. 
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Internal Affairs Practices 
We continue to find LCPD’s Internal Affairs practices to be robust and 
effective, and the Department has incorporated many of our recommended 
best practices in the past year and a half.  We were pleased to learn that 
Internal Affairs has new personnel starting in late January to replace staff 
members who have left the unit; ensuring sufficient resources is one way that 
an agency manifests its commitment to administrative accountability. 
 
Along with these encouraging developments, we identified additional areas 
where LCPD process and approach might better align with the most effective 
practices.  
 

Inclusion of “Background” Information 
We are exceptionally pleased with the Department’s responsiveness to our 
work generally, which includes prompt responses to our myriad of questions 
about Department systems and other Las Cruces-specific information that we, 
as “outsiders” might not be aware of.  This has proven to be especially helpful 
in clarifying issues that arise during our review of cases as we attempt to fully 
understand what transpired and the Department’s decision-making. 
 
We appreciate and enjoy these conversations:  the Department’s candor and 
transparency is always illuminating in ways that enhance the accuracy of our 
own process.  At the same time, though, we have repeatedly recommended 
that any peripheral information that influences the Department’s approach to 
the case or its ultimate findings should be included in the investigative report. 
 
For example, in case 2022EIC1-011, the complainant alluded to on-going 
disputes with the Department that included various other allegations, but the 
case we were reviewing did not identify or investigate these matters.  When 
we inquired, LCPD responded that the complainant had filed numerous other 
complaints, some of which were being investigated as “Supervisory Matters” 
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and others that were pending civil litigation.11  Including that relevant 
background information, such as cross-referencing other active IA case 
numbers, would have helped us, as reviewers, to better understand the totality 
of the circumstances. 
 
Ideally, a case file will stand on its own as a clear depiction of what occurred 
and why – without reliance on additional and unmentioned information that is 
understood by participants in the moment, and shapes the outcome in some 
way, but is not preserved for future reference. Regular and thorough 
documentation has a value that transcends our auditing purposes and 
contributes to effective supervision, proper accountability, and risk 
management. 
 

Following Investigation Protocol: Allegations 
In our last reports, we recommended areas of improvement in following 
investigative protocol.  LCPD responded by more regularly interviewing 
witnesses and complainants and assigning unique case numbers to each 
investigation.  
 
We continue to see challenges, however, with the completeness of 
investigations.  These concerns are twofold:  first, because of occasional gaps 
in framing allegations comprehensively, and second with regard to whether 
investigation is appropriately rigorous for all allegations that are appropriately 
framed.   
 
We continued to identify cases where the investigators did not thoroughly 
frame and pursue every aspect of the concerns raised by the complainant.  
For example, in case 2021II-003, which involved an excessive use of force 
during a welfare check, the investigator did not fully address allegations 
potentially related to the Code of Conduct for use of aggressive and profane 
language.   
 

 
11 Supervisory Matters, or “SM” is another complaint category.  These complaints 
involve low-level issues that may not rise to the level of serious misconduct and are 
investigated at the supervisor level.  Review of SMs is not part of our scope of work. 
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And in 2022EIC1-018, we noted that only one officer was named and 
investigated when two officers responded to the call and had significant 
involvement with the complainant.  In that same case, the complainant also 
alleged that the first officer was rude when he stated, “I’m not a handyman” at 
the end of the incident.  The IA investigator wrote that he was “unable to locate 
where [the officer] stated that he ‘was not a handyman’” and accordingly did 
not frame a formal allegation regarding this statement.  In our view, it would 
have been more accurate – and better practice to analyze the relevant policy 
question and use the lack of corroboration as a factor in any conclusion.   
 
Again, we recommend that LCPD frame all allegations to ensure complete and 
thorough investigations that accurately reflect the totality of the complainant’s 
concerns.   
 
We also recommend that IA continue to provide training for investigators in 
interview techniques.  In one case (2022EIC1-026), we noted that the 
Department did not conduct a sufficiently thorough interview of the involved 
officer. When we raised this issue previously, LCPD responded that it planned to 
provide more training regarding conducting thorough and complete interviews for 
all Internal Affairs personnel and other supervisors who conduct personnel 
investigations.  This training will occur via a webinar in early February 2023.  
LCPD is also sending its investigators to the Public Agency Training Council’s 
annual 5-day conference in November 2023; that training conference serves to 
certify personnel in conducting Internal Affairs investigations.   
 

Timeliness Protocol  
In our January 2022 Report, we noted delays in opening a case or initiating an 
investigation.  We noted timeliness concerns again in this review period; 
however, unlike in our previous reports, these delays mostly resulted from 
insufficient staffing in the Internal Affairs unit.  LCPD reported that at least one 
case was not assigned until late in the year due to staffing issues. 

We were pleased to learn that Internal Affairs is currently fully staffed and 
commend that Department for appropriately staffing this important unit.   
 
In this period, we identified an inconsistency between the investigation timeline 
listed in the Department’s General Order 160 – which requires a 90-day 
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investigation -- and the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) – which 
requires a 180-day investigation.12   We recommend that the Department 
review this discrepancy immediately and align its policy with the agreement.  
In our experience, and as we have presented to the City in our past reports, a 
180-day timeline is reasonable.  
 
We also again recommend that LCPD formally address any delays in case 
completion by: 
 

 Following its investigative protocol for case extension as written in 
General Order 160.  This policy currently states that any extension 
beyond 90 days requires a written authorization from command staff, 
which will be included in the investigative file (should the policy be 
amended to 180 days, we expect a written case extension be provided 
and included in the file): 
 

The department will strive to complete administrative 
investigations within ninety (90) calendar days of distribution to 
an assigned investigator. Requests for extension must be made 
in writing to the IA Lieutenant and / or Chief of Police and include 
the reason for the extension request. Such requests, and their 
responses, shall become part of the investigative file. 

  
 Sending update letters to public complainants when completion of their 

case extends beyond 90 (or, if policy is amended, 180) days, a practice 
that LCPD agreed to take on when we recommended it.  Copies of 
these letters should be included in the investigative file. 

 

Not Sustained versus Unfounded 
We concurred with the Department’s findings in most of the cases; their 
investigations and analysis supported the final dispositions.  However, we 
noted a nuanced distinction in two cases (2021EIC1-026 and 2022II-005).  In 
both of these, LCPD reached a conclusion that allegations were “Unfounded,” 

 
12 The Collective Bargaining Agreement is an agreement between the City of Las 
Cruces and the Las Cruces Police Officer’s Association.  This agreement applies to 
sworn LCPD personnel and remains in effect until 2025. 
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which means that it was established clearly that the alleged misconduct had 
not occurred.   In our view, though, the evidence was more accurately 
characterized as supporting a finding of “Not Sustained,” which means that the 
allegation could not be proven or unproven. 13 
 
In some respects, this distinction is a minor one: neither an “Unfounded” nor a 
“Not Sustained” finding leads to a disciplinary consequence.  But accuracy and 
attention to detail matter for their own sake.  And imposing a more definitive “pro-
officer” outcome than is warranted by the facts is, in its way, no more appropriate 
than a disciplinary sanction would be without clear proof.   
 
We will continue to assess the dispositions of cases going forward in an effort 
to encourage the most appropriate, evidence-based findings. 

Policy, Management and Training 
During our reviews, we noted areas where LCPD might consider additional 
training and/or policy recommendations.  While these recommendations are 
detailed in each memo, we have summarized them here.  As with our 
recommendations regarding procedural concerns, LCPD committed to 
exploring these areas and providing relevant training or policy modifications as 
needed. 
 

Persons with Disabilities Policy 
In this period, we reviewed a unique case in which a subject was unable to 
comply with officers’ commands because he was hearing impaired (2021EIC1-
024).  This had us conduct a review of the Department’s current policy relating 
to persons with disabilities.  We found it to be outdated, and the Department 
emphatically agreed.   
 
We recommended that LCPD update its policy to reflect progressive policing in 
dealing with those who may be hearing impaired and provided model policies 

 
13 In 2021EIC1-026, for example, the Department’s own investigative memo indicated 
“there are insufficient facts available in this case to either prove or disprove the 
allegation.”   
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for the Department’s review and reference.   Most importantly, current policy 
advises officers that they are not required to request a sign language 
interpreter if the officer does not need to interview a subject with a hearing 
impairment in order to issue a citation or effectuate an arrest, so long as the 
officer can explain the nature of the infraction. 
 
The Department reported that its Academy is working with local advocates for 
the deaf and hard of hearing to update their curriculum for their Persons with 
Disabilities course, and that they would immediately review their Persons with 
Disabilities policy as we recommended. 

It is well worth the effort to promote approaches that help both officers and 
deaf persons (subjects, witnesses, and victims) better navigate through the 
challenges of investigative encounters, citations, and arrests.   
 
 

Unit Management 
In our previous reports we noted challenges with the management of and 
personnel serving in two of the Department’s non-sworn specialized units; in 
this period, we reviewed three cases (2021II-015, 2022II-003 and 2022EIC1-
011) involving these units.   
 
Our reviews identified several factors that contributed to the challenges.  First, 
because they each had a separate manual defining their “standard operating 
procedures,” personnel (including supervisors) in these units seemed unaware 
that the Department’s General Orders applied to their work.  Second, several 
of the Department’s General Orders specifically stated that the order only 
applied to sworn personnel.  Because they were staffed by non-sworn 
personnel, then, personnel assumed that these orders did not formally apply to 
these units.  Finally, mid-level unit supervisors were not sufficiently trained for 
adequate supervision of the units, an oversight for which the Chief himself 
took direct responsibility (see case 2021II-003, in which the Chief wrote that 
the Department had failed to appropriately consider new training needs for 
personnel in supervisory and command roles). 
 
We were impressed with how swiftly the Department addressed these 
concerns.  Within months of our recommendations, the Department re-
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examined and significantly updated operation of these units and completed 
the following important tasks: 
 

 Consolidated the stand-alone procedural manuals into the existing 
Department General Orders 
  

 Updated language in all General Orders so that all orders apply to all 
personnel, irrespective of their sworn/non-sworn status 
 

 Restructured unit organization so that mid-level non-sworn supervisors 
are under the command of a sworn (and experienced) lieutenant 
 

 Provided additional training and one-on-one training/counseling to unit 
supervisors and personnel. 

 
While the responsibilities of these units are distinct from policing in basic ways, 
they fall within the Department’s ultimate responsibility.  The Department 
reported that these systemic changes have already largely improved 
management of these units.  We will continue to report on these units if 
recurring issues arise.   
 

Use of Force Considerations 
Three of the cases that we reviewed in this period included use(s) of force 
and/or allegations of excessive use of force (see cases 2021II-003, 2021EIC1-
024 and 2022EIC1-001).  As we have explained in previous reports, the use of 
force review process is a separate internal process that is conducted by the 
involved officers’ chain of command, not Internal Affairs, and one that is not 
within our scope of work.  However, we remain committed to raising 
recommendations related to use of force when these arise during our 
complaint case reviews. 
 
In our last report, we wrote that the Department was in the process of creating 
a Force Review Cadre – a team of seven subject matter experts from force 
training and Internal Affairs – to conduct more robust and thorough force 
reviews.  After extensive specialized training, LCPD reported that this team is 
now in place.  LCPD reported that the team currently evaluates any incidents 
where the force used does not seem commensurate with the call for service 
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(e.g., a trespassing call that results in force) or where force is used frequently 
(e.g., domestic violence calls), as well as any questionable uses of force that 
require more than the standard chain of command review.14   
 
This is an encouraging commitment by LCPD, and one we look forward to 
learning more about.  In the meantime, and based on our decades of collective 
experience reviewing force cases, we continued to make recommendations 
related to the use of force when we observed areas for improvement in the 
cases from this cycle.  Here, we identified three areas from our case reviews 
that we hope the Department’s new Cadre will consider. 
 

Force Directed at the Head or Neck 

In one case, the involved officer self-reported that he lightly placed his foot on 
the subject’s head while the subject was in a prone position.  This tactic was 
briefly evaluated in the investigation; the involved supervisor reported that the 
tactics were reasonable and appropriate. LCPD’s internal force review process 
also found this tactic to be reasonable. 
 
While the tactic was not technically out of current policy,15 we found it to be 
inadvisable given the totality of the circumstances in this incident.  Physical 
force directed at the head and neck has received new levels of scrutiny in 
recent years, is a matter of understandable public concern (as this complaint 
reflects) and should be avoided when feasible.  We recommend that the Force 
Review Cadre evaluate uses of physical force directed at the head to 
determine if they are reasonable and necessary, both in this incident and 
going forward, and evaluate the current language in General Order 255.   
 

 
14 LCPD uses a well-known tracking software called “BlueTeam” to evaluate uses of 
force.  In this system, the case is assigned for review up an officer’s chain of 
command, with a lieutenant making the final finding(s) as to the reasonableness and 
necessity of the use of force. 

15 General Order 255 prohibits any tactic that puts pressure on a subject’s neck but 
does not contain any language about placing pressure on a subject’s head area with 
a foot or otherwise. 
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De-escalation Tactics & Communication 
In two cases, we observed officer communication that seemingly heightened 
tension, rather than officers utilizing the de-escalation tactics at their disposal.   

In one case (2021II-003), the officer who first arrived at the scene immediately 
engaged with the subject in an aggressive manner, threatening her with force 
and using profane and aggressive language, he reported, to gain compliance.  
But this had the opposite effect as it escalated the situation and reduced 
cooperation.   

In reviewing recordings from another case (EIC12022-001), we observed an 
officer use extensive profanity when commanding a subject to stop and get on 
the ground.  While the use of profane language here did not rise to the level of 
misconduct, we found it to be unhelpful in the context of an already-intense 
incident.  This officer then gave conflicting commands that appeared to 
confuse the subject, who eventually responded that he was scared and was 
just putting his hands behind his back in an effort to comply.   
 
We have commented on the effectiveness and necessity of de-escalation 
tactics, including clear communication, in previous memos, and LCPD has 
responded that they are actively pursuing more training in this skill set.  We 
recommend that the Force Review Cadre evaluate the Department’s de-
escalation training and consider evaluating use of de-escalation in their force 
reviews.   

 
Use of the WRAP Device 
In case 2021II-003, we noted that a subject was detained in a WRAP device 
for approximately one hour and possibly longer, and even after she advised 
officers that she was pregnant.   Per LCPD’s General Order for Prisoner 
Transport (General Order 233) and best practices, the WRAP is intended to be 
a temporary restraint device, and one that should be used with extra caution if 
the restrained subject is pregnant.   

We recommend that the Force Review Cadre evaluate the use of the WRAP 
device to ensure it complies with policy.   
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Officer Professionalism  
We continued to see the occasional issue with officer professionalism, and 
continued to recommended that the Department address and remedy these 
issues when they arise in the context of investigations.  As we noted last 
period, these instances of unprofessional language or actions are the 
exception in our experience of reviewing incidents involving LCPD.  On the 
contrary, we generally observe patience and professionalism in watching 
recordings of LCPD encounters with the public.  Still, the times when officers 
fall short merit attention, and often contribute to the perceptions from which 
complaints arise.   
 
Above, we mentioned this issue in the context of de-escalation and profane / 
aggressive communication (cases 2021II-003 and 2022EIC1-001).  But we 
also identified unprofessional behavior of a different type: in case 2021EIC1-
027, where an officer responded to a traffic collision in a fast-food restaurant 
parking lot, the responding officer was overly “friendly” and informal.  He 
allowed both parties to remain in line in the drive-thru line, even encouraging 
the at-fault party to place her fast-food order in the middle of their 
conversation.  The specific call for service requested that the officer assist the 
complainant in collecting important information from a resistant, at-fault party. 
But the officer’s casual approach resulted in his failure to collect adequate 
identifying information from either party.  Here, a more professional and formal 
demeanor – and a more typical protocol for investigating a traffic collision – 
would have better accomplished the goals of that call. 

 
In response to this recommendation in our last Semi-Annual Report, the 
Department stated that when it became aware of unprofessional 
communication or demeanor, it would follow-up with section supervisors to 
ensure that supervisors are providing counseling to the involved officers 
regarding Code of Conduct expectations.  More recently, the Department 
reported that it has done so, both individually (e.g., with the officers in each 
case) and holistically during daily briefings and biannual training. 
 
This seems to be working, at least in one important way: we have not seen 
“repeat offenders” in our case reviews.  And if the Department’s heightened 
attention to these issues leads in the short run to a higher volume of identified 
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violations, we are nonetheless confident that the officers will adapt to the 
expectations in ways that improve overall performance.   
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Litigation Case Review 
OIR Group also received and reviewed one case from the Las Cruces City 
Attorney that was closed during our review period.  The matter involved one 
claimant who did not name any specific Las Cruces Department employees.   

This case was related to an active shooter training session provided in 2013 
by the Las Cruces Police Department during which an unidentified officer fired 
a rifle with blank ammunition in an enclosed space. The Plaintiff alleged that, 
due to her proximity to the blank, she experienced long-term medical issues 
and that the City was negligent when they failed to provide appropriate ear 
protection for the training session.  The case was dismissed pursuant to a 
settlement in the amount of $230,000.  No charges were associated with this 
claim.   
 
The case file included LCPD’s active shooter training materials as delivered in 
2013, which we reviewed and found to be significantly outdated.  As such, we 
corresponded with the LCPD Training Division to learn about the Department’s 
current active shooter training.  The Department reported that it has changed 
its training curriculum to a federally funded program used nationwide, and it 
provided the course outline for review.  Training personnel have attended 
“train-the-trainer” qualification sessions and the Division provided their 
certificates of completion.   

The Department also advised that civilian training classes no longer include 
any use of ammunition or scenarios of any kind. 

Our scope of work also requested that we summarize demographics related to 
the civil cases.   

 There were no identified LCPD officers in this period.  
 The claimant was white. 
 The case occurred in the zip code 88001. 
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Next Steps 
OIR Group looks forward to our continued engagement with LCPD and to 
future opportunities to deepen our understanding of the Department’s 
practices.  We will continue to review cases as they are completed by Internal 
Affairs.  
 
We thank LCPD personnel who contributed data for this report and thank both 
LCPD and City personnel for their collaboration and guidance as we continue 
our work in Las Cruces. 
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Appendix A: OIR Group Case 
Memos 
 



 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  December 12, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022EIC1-001 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate. This case was classified as an 
External Investigation/Category 1 (EIC1) – a complaint from a member of the public that 
received a formal review – and was investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on November 23, 2022.    

Case Summary 
This case was initiated by a complaint form submitted by a community member who 
observed this incident.  The complainant reported that she observed an officer place his 
foot on a detained subject’s neck, which the complainant believed to be excessive force.  

The incident itself began with a call for service for a suspicious person trying to open 
doors in an apartment complex.  A supervisor responded to the apartment complex.  A 
second caller reported that her ex-boyfriend was near her apartment in the same 
complex and harassing her.  The supervisor then observed a male subject matching the 
ex-boyfriend’s description on the second floor of the apartment complex.  The 
supervisor asked the subject his name, and the subject identified himself as the caller’s 
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ex-boyfriend.  The subject began to walk away from the supervisor and went down the 
stairs but beckoned the supervisor to follow him.  The supervisor commanded the 
subject to “stop moving.”  The subject kept walking.  The supervisor said, “I’m going to 
detain you, man” and “you’re making me nervous.”    

The supervisor attempted to grab the subject but was unsuccessful.  The subject began 
to run and jumped over a railing, fell, got up, and resumed running through a courtyard.  
The supervisor broadcast that he was “going on a foot pursuit” and chased the subject.  
After the subject jumped over a second railing and continued to run, the supervisor 
deployed his Taser.  The Taser probes appeared to attach to the subject’s outer 
clothing; the subject discarded his jacket with the probes attached and continued to run 
away. 

The supervisor continued to chase the subject while broadcasting the subject’s direction 
of travel.   

Meanwhile, Officer 1 (the subject of this complaint) responded to the apartment 
complex.  When he heard the foot pursuit broadcast, he re-entered his police vehicle 
and drove to the supervisor’s location.  He saw the subject, exited his vehicle, and 
pursued the subject on foot.  Officer 1 yelled, “Police Department, stop!” and “stop or 
you’re going to get [unintelligible, possibly ‘Tased’].”  He commanded the subject to get 
on the ground using profane language.  The subject lay on the ground on his stomach. 

Officer 1 then instructed the subject to put his hands behind his back.  Seconds later, 
Officer 1 stated, “if you move, you will get Tased.”  The subject said, “I’m gonna do what 
you say” and put his hands behind his back.  The supervisor arrived.  Officer 1 stated 
that he would provide cover and unholstered his firearm. 

The supervisor knelt down, placed his knee on the subject’s back, and proceeded to 
handcuff the subject.  The subject stated, “get off my neck; I can’t breathe.”  The 
supervisor responded, “I’m not on your neck, I’m on your shoulder blade.”  The subject 
responded, “now you are.”  The subject called out to a witness to record the incident 
and attempted to lift his head.  Officer 1 placed his foot on the subject’s shoulder area 
and head.     

The officers informed the subject that he was under arrest for “resisting” because he ran 
from the supervisor.  The supervisor then rolled the subject onto his side.  Officer 1 then 
placed his foot in the subject’s groin area, and then moved his foot to the subject’s knee 
joint.  Additional officers arrived at the location.  

The officer and supervisor then stood the man up and moved him to the police vehicle, 
where another, uninvolved officer took photos of him. The subject said that he was not 
hurt but he was having trouble breathing.  The subject would not put his legs into the 
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police vehicle; two officers moved his legs and upper body until he was seated inside.  
The officers called for paramedics because the Taser was deployed, though it did not 
strike the subject. 

While waiting for the paramedics, the subject began to yell from the back of the police 
vehicle, stating that officers were pointing a gun at him and that he was uncomfortable.  
The officers identified that the subject was referring to a fire extinguisher in the rear of 
the police vehicle; they informed the subject that they could not move it.  The 
paramedics arrived.  Officers determined that the man should be transported to the 
hospital, where he was medically cleared for booking, and transported to the Dona Ana 
County Detention Center.   

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 
LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a formal investigation of the incident and framed one 
allegation related to General Order 255.02 (A)(1) Use of Force – Procedures – 
Applying Force as follows:  

1. The complainant alleged that an officer used excessive force when he forcibly 
placed his foot on the subject’s neck.  Based on the complainant’s description of 
the officer and using body-worn video camera footage, LCPD identified this 
allegation to be against Officer 1. 
 
LCPD Unfounded this allegation, stating that the evidence showed that Officer 
1’s foot was on the subject’s shoulder and head, not his neck.   
   

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
There was no formal discipline or review of the officer’s personnel file in this case 
because the allegation was unfounded.   
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file, including all documentation related to the uses of force in this 
incident.  
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Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
We identified issues with the investigative process of this case.     
 
First, we noted a significant delay in this investigation.  The complaint was filed on 
January 19, 2022; LCPD sent a complaint receipt/verification letter on January 25.  
However, the subject and witness officers were not notified and interviewed until late 
September, and the investigation was finalized at the end of October.1   
 
When asked about the delay, LCPD responded that the case was not assigned until late 
in the year due to staffing issues and that scheduled vacations resulted in further delays 
in finalizing the case. 
 
Certainly, LCPD’s staffing issues are of ongoing concern; staffing, recruitment, and 
hiring shortages have had a tremendous impact on law enforcement functions 
nationwide. We understand that LCPD’s Internal Affairs unit has been particularly 
impacted as skilled personnel have retired or transferred.  We urge the Department to 
appropriately staff this important unit.   
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 
As soon as practicable, LCPD should prioritize sufficient staffing for the Internal 
Affairs unit to ensure timely case completion.   

 
As we have commented in previous memos and in our Semi-Annual Reports, the timely 
completion of cases is essential to ensure accurate outcomes for the accused officers, 
identify and remedy any issues, and to assure the public that the complaint system is 
effective.  We have previously recommended that cases be completed within a 90-day 
timeframe, an industry best-practice that LCPD adopted.   
 
But given that timeliness has been, and may continue to be, a concern with staffing 
shortages, we again recommend that LCPD formally address any delays in case 
completion by: 
 

 Following its investigative protocol as written in General Order 160.  This policy 
states that any extension beyond 90 days requires a written authorization from 
command staff, which will be included in the investigative file: 

 
1 The related use of force report was completed in a timely fashion within several days of the 
incident. 
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The department will strive to complete administrative investigations within 
ninety (90) calendar days of distribution to an assigned investigator. 
Requests for extension must be made in writing to the IA Lieutenant and / 
or Chief of Police and include the reason for the extension request. Such 
requests, and their responses, shall become part of the investigative file. 

  

 Sending update letters to public complainants when completion of their case 
extends beyond 90 days, a practice that LCPD agreed to take on when we 
recommended it in a previous memo and our Semi-Annual Report.  Copies of 
these letter should be included in the investigative file. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 2 
 
LCPD should formally request extensions and send formal update letters to 
complainants when case completion takes, or is anticipated to take, beyond 90 
days, and include this documentation in the investigative file.     

 
Our final issue with the investigative process is another that we have raised in previous 
memos: LCPD did not interview the complainant in this case or canvass for or interview 
any witnesses.2  The complainant provided a detailed narrative in her complaint form, 
wherein she described the incident and involved officers; LCPD opined that this 
sufficed.  However, we advocate for complainant interviews to understand the 
complainant’s full perspective and to capture all relevant concerns.   
 
Further, in this case, the officers’ body-worn camera footage was at times obstructed.  If 
LCPD had conducted an interview of the complainant and/or a timely canvass for 
witnesses, additional, third-party footage might have shown a clearer picture of the 
officers’ actions.   
 

Additional Policy, Training, or Other Findings 
 
Because this incident involved a complaint of excessive force, the Department provided 
all documentation related to the uses of force.  We reviewed this material and noted 
three areas of consideration for LCPD as they conduct their internal use of force 
reviews.   
 

 
2 In body-worn camera video, we observed the subject ask an unidentified third party to record 
the incident; indicating that there was at least one witness (perhaps the complainant). 
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The first relates to the required level of detail in the supervisor’s own force report.  Per 
General Order 255: Use of Force, an account of force, called the “show of force 
report,” must include: 
 

a. The justification for police contact with the subject (nature of call).   
b. All circumstances which led to the decision to show force, including a specific 
description of the subject’s behavior.   
c. The amount and type(s) of force shown, including a specific description of the 
officer’s actions.   
d. A specific description of resistance by the subject if any 

 
We noted that, while Officer 1’s account detailed each of these items (as related to 
using his foot as a control technique), the report of the supervisor who deployed the 
Taser and also used a control technique did not provide similar detail.  In past reviews, 
we noted that LCPD framed formal allegations for incomplete or inaccurate reports and 
counseled officers on the importance of their report writing.  We advise that LCPD 
carefully review incident reports to ensure that officers include all required details as 
part of the force review process, send back incomplete reports for revisions when 
necessary, and provide follow-up counseling or directed training on report writing when 
warranted. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 3 
 
As part of the force review process, LCPD supervisors should review incident 
reports to ensure that officers include all required details as listed in General 
Order 255.  If a “show of force” report is incomplete, supervisors should require 
the officer to make necessary revisions and should provide counseling/training 
on report writing when warranted.  

 
We also recommend that the Department evaluate the tactic utilized by Officer 1: 
placing his foot on the prone subject’s head to control the subject’s movements during 
handcuffing.  While the alleged action – Officer 1 placing his foot on the subject’s neck -
- did not occur, Officer 1 self-reported that he placed his foot on the subject’s head while 
the subject was in a prone position.  Officer 1 stated that he did this to control the 
subject, who was “tensing up.”  Officer 1 reported that he did not place any significant 
weight on the subject’s head and that most of his body weight was on his grounded foot.   
 
This tactic was briefly evaluated in the investigation; the involved supervisor reported 
that, as a defensive tactics instructor, he found Officer 1’s actions to be reasonable and 
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appropriate. LCPD’s internal force review process also found this tactic to be 
reasonable. 
 
While the tactic is not technically out of policy,3 we found it to be inadvisable given the 
totality of the circumstances in this incident.  The subject was prone and largely 
controlled by the supervisor, who had his knee on the subject’s shoulder blades.  Officer 
1 was providing lethal cover with his duty firearm.  Placing a foot on the subject’s head 
at this point did not appear to offer additional control considering the subject’s low level 
of resistance.  Arguably, it may have added risk to both the officer and the subject:  it 
left Officer 1 in an inherently unbalanced and thus disadvantageous position, and it 
exposed the subject to foreseeable, unwarranted head injury if additional pressure had 
resulted.   
 
Physical force directed at the head and neck has received new levels of scrutiny in 
recent years, is a matter of understandable public concern (as this complaint reflects) 
and should be avoided when feasible.   
 

RECOMMENDATION 4 
 
LCPD should evaluate uses of physical force directed at the head to determine if 
it is reasonable and necessary, both in this incident and going forward. 

 
Finally, we noted two areas of concern with Officer 1’s communication and commands 
to the subject that were not identified in the force review: 
 

 Officer 1 used extensive profanity when commanding the subject to stop and get 
on the ground.  We have previously commented on use of profane language in 
the context of officer professionalism (see Semi-Annual Report, August 2022); 
while the use of profane language here did not rise to the level of misconduct, we 
found it to be unhelpful in the context of an already-intense incident.   
 

 Officer 1 gave the subject conflicting commands. Once the subject had 
surrendered, Officer 1 commanded, “put your hands behind your back.”  Almost 
immediately following this command, Officer 1 yelled, “if you move, you will get 
Tased!”  These conflicting commands appeared to confuse the subject, who 
eventually responded that he was scared and was just putting his hands behind 
his back in an effort to comply.   
 

 
3 General Order 255 prohibits any tactic that puts pressure on a subject’s neck but does not 
contain any language about placing pressure on a subject’s head area with a foot or otherwise. 
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In response to our Semi-Annual Report, the Department stated that when they become 
aware of unprofessional communication such as use of repeated profanity, it would 
follow-up with section supervisors to ensure that supervisors are providing counseling to 
the involved officers regarding their use of profane language.  We advise that Officer 1’s 
supervisor be made aware of this incident and use it as a “teachable moment” for the 
future.   
 

RECOMMENDATION 5 
 
LCPD supervisors should review officers’ communication during incidents and, 
when appropriate, counsel officers on use of profane language or ineffective 
communication. 

 

LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group. The Las Cruces Police Department Internal Affairs is currently in the process of 
filling a detective vacancy in the unit with plans to staff another detective position as 
department staffing increases to address the timely case completion. Notifying 
complainants of any delays and complaint progress has been addressed and will 
continue to improve. Investigations involving use of force are forwarded to our Use of 
Force instructors to determine reasonableness and to improve our training. 



 

 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  June 7, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022EIC1-0021 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  This case was classified as 
an External Investigation – Category 1 (EIC1) and investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on May 12, 2022.    

Case Summary 
The complainant, a woman, called LCPD about an on-going property dispute with a 
neighbor.  An officer responded to the location.   

When the officer arrived, the woman appeared to be agitated.  She stated that another 
LCPD officer had responded to her residence earlier that day and that the neighbor was 
at his property now.  The officer asked for clarification, stating that he was confused 
about the nature of the call and did not have any background information from the 
previous call.  After conversation with the woman, the officer determined that the 
woman was accusing the neighbor, a man, of stealing items off of her property – 

 
1 This compliant is related to LCPD case number 22-009069. 
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specifically, a utility-terrain vehicle (UTV) -- that she had recently inherited from her late 
father.  She also said that people were trespassing on her property.2  The woman 
requested that the officer document the incident in a report so that she could consult 
with an attorney. 

A second officer arrived.  The first officer stated that he was “okay” on his own because 
everyone was calm. 

The officer then contacted the neighbor.  The man stated that a mechanic had been 
working on the UTV and erroneously left the UTV on the woman’s property instead of 
on his property.  At some point, the man moved the UTV back into his yard.  The man 
claimed that he had proof of ownership. 

The officer returned to the woman for clarification.  The woman stated that the UTV was 
on her property, that it may have belonged to her late father, and that, therefore, it was 
hers.  She went on to say that, in addition to moving the UTV to his property, the man 
has stolen “tons of things” off her property but that those things were not on his property 
now.  The officer stated, “I understand that you’re frustrated.  We’re frustrated, too, 
because we have to keep coming out here to try to figure this out.” 

As the woman became more frustrated and accused the man of stealing, the officer 
stated that the woman could “not just make blank claims” stating that the male had 
stolen property without being specific.  He asked the woman to point out specifically 
what had been stolen or show proof of ownership of the UTV.  She stated that she 
might have proof of ownership in her files.   

The woman then stated that she did have keys to the UTV, which she had recovered 
from the floor of her home.3  She gave them to the officer.   

The officer returned to the man and asked who the UTV was registered to; the man 
gave a name of a third party (not the woman’s father as she had claimed, nor his own 
name).  The officer contacted dispatch and confirmed that this person was the 
registered owner.   

The man returned to the woman and explained this discovery.  The woman started to 
argue with the officer.  The officer stated, “I just don’t want to keep coming out here” as 
he continued to explain that he could not confirm that the UTV had been stolen.  

 
2 According to the investigative memo, other LCPD officers had responded to that residence the 
night before and had arrested several trespassers who were “squatting” in the woman’s house 
when she was away. 
 
3 The officer later hypothesized that one of the squatters/trespassers who had been arrested the 
previous night had left the UTV keys in the woman’s home.  
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Eventually, the woman asked the officer to put all the information into a police report 
because it was a civil matter that she wanted to take to court.  The officer responded, “I 
am happy to do that.”  The woman then began filming the officer on her cell phone.  The 
officer summarized the situation for the woman and walked back to the man.   

The man then showed the officer a cell phone photo of the UTV’s title, which he had 
obtained from the third-party owner identified on the registration.  The officer, satisfied 
that this was enough to prove ownership, handed the man the keys to the UTV. 

The officer returned to the woman, who stated that she wanted the UTV keys back.  The 
woman began to argue again.  Another male asked if they could file a trespassing claim 
against the man for taking the UTV off her property.  The officer asked for evidence that 
the man had trespassed.  The officer continued to explain the situation and said that the 
man had provided proof of ownership, but she had not.  When the woman continued to 
interject arguments, the officer asked the woman to stop interrupting him.   

The officer stated that the call for service had been resolved and attempted to end the 
encounter.  The second male continued to ask questions.  As the officer continued to 
explain the situation to that man, the woman told the man to walk away.  The officer 
responded, “he can keep talking to me.”  The woman interjected to request the officer’s 
name, which the officer provided immediately.  The officer then stated, “I’d like to stop 
coming out here.”   

The second man then said that most of the issues were resolved.  The officer offered to 
return if the woman found proof of ownership or if anything else criminal occurred.  
During this conversation, the woman left.   

The officer told the second man that it would take seven to ten days to obtain police 
reports.     

The officer gave the man his name and badge number and said, “you guys already 
have a case number.”  He ended the call. 

Four days later, the complainant submitted a Citizen Complaint form in-person at LCPD.  
On the form, she stated that the officer was generally unhelpful, and that he was rude 
when he stated, “I’m tired of coming to this residence.” She stated that she felt unsafe 
when the officer negotiated with the neighbor and gave him the UTV keys.  Finally, she 
stated that the officer left the scene when she asked for a case number. 

LCPD later learned that the officer had not requested a new case number for this 
incident from dispatch.  The officer also never filed a report related to this matter (either 
his own independent report or a supplemental report to the prior calls for service at the 
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address).  Finally, LCPD learned that the officer had initially failed to properly tag the 
body-worn video related to the incident.      

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 
LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a formal investigation of the incident and framed five 
allegations against the officer: 
 

1. General Order 103.5(A)(B). Conduct Toward the Public 
Among other guidelines, this General Order states that employees shall be 
respectful to the public, responsive and attentive, and “attempt to facilitate the 
problem-solving process.   
 

After reviewing the body-worn camera footage of this incident, the IA investigator 
determined that the officer’s conduct was lawful and justified and that he engaged in 
extensive problem-solving.  The officer was exonerated for this allegation. 
 

2. General Order 141.01. Police Reports, Required Reporting 
This General Order details the matters for which an employee shall write a police 
report, which includes “collection of any evidence” and/or “when the officer 
believes a report is necessary,” but not in civil matters. 
 

3. General Order 300.09.  Evidence and Property Control 
This General Order detailed the requirement for using a Property Control Form 
for any evidence recovered, seized, or otherwise taken.   
 

4. General Order 300.03. Release of Property 
Among other guidelines, this General Order states that employees shall make 
reasonable efforts to identify and locate the owners of property and return that 
property when appropriate.     

 
The IA investigator determined that, on its face, this matter did not require a police 
report because it was a civil dispute.  However, the IA investigator noted that this matter 
also involved “transfer of contested property” (the keys) and that the actions taken by 
the officer did, in fact, “generate a requirement to file […] documentation:” a Property 
Control Form.  Completing that form would have required the officer to have an 
accompanying police report and incident number.   
 
Because of the presence and transfer of contested property, the IA investigator 
determined that allegations 2 and 3 were sustained.   
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Allegation 4 was “not sustained.”4 The IA investigator determined that the officer had 
given the keys (the “property” in question here) to the man, who he believed to be the 
rightful owner.  The IA investigator went on to say that the keys were “not part and 
parcel of a crime and did not serve as evidence” and that, as such, their return was 
appropriate. 

 
5. General Order 151.02. Disposition of Recordings  

This General Order requires that employees properly label all video recordings 
on or before their next duty day. 
 

The IA investigator determined that the officer did not follow this policy requirement 
when he failed to label his body-worn video in a timely manner.  This allegation was 
sustained. 
 
The accused officer resigned from LCPD on March 25, 2022, prior to the completion of 
the investigation, for unrelated reasons.  As a result, the officer did not participate in a 
focus interview and LCPD did not conduct a disciplinary review.     

 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  We found the investigation to be objective, fair and thorough.  
We made the following additional observations: 
 
Despite this being appropriately escalated from a preliminary inquiry to a formal 
investigation, the complainant was not interviewed; the IA investigator relied on the 
woman’s written complaint form and the body-worn camera footage.  In this case, that 
evidence sufficed for purposes of the investigation.  But the IA investigator stated that 
he was unable to interview any witnesses because he did not have full names or 
contact information for them.  Here, an interview of the complainant might have 
provided information about the witnesses, should the IA investigator have sought  to 
interview them.  We have previously recommended interviews of complainants and 

 
4 A finding of “not sustained” means that insufficient evidence exists to prove or disprove 
complaint. 
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witnesses to help fully frame and investigate all allegations; LCPD accepted these 
recommendations.5   

 
We also offer that the rationale for sustaining the second allegation of failure to write a 
report could have gone a step further: while the report was not “technically” necessary 
for this civil matter, except for the matter of property (the keys), we noted that the 
woman specifically requested, and the officer agreed to write, a detailed police report for 
later use in court.  Here, the officer failed in fulfilling an explicit request from a member 
of the public to which he had agreed.   Further, this call for service was arguably a 
continuation of the previous incident involving this woman earlier that same day for 
which a report had been written (the officer himself stated, “you guys already have a 
case number,” indicating knowledge of the prior call); a supplemental report from this 
officer would have been appropriate.   
 
Finally, we noted that the close-out letter to the complainant, while thorough, also 
contained inaccurate information.  The close-out letter stated that “[LCPD had] taken the 
appropriate remedial action.”  However, no remedial action was taken in this case 
because the officer resigned prior to completion of the investigation.  As written in 
previous memos, LCPD is in the process of updating their close-out letter to ensure that 
it contains accurate and thorough information. 

 

LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group.  The review is thorough and accurate, LCPD will take recommendations into 
consideration. 

 
5 See memos related to 2021EIC1-006, 2021EIC1-007, and 2021EIC1-011, all submitted and 
finalized before this investigation began. 



 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  August 18, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022II-003 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  This case was ultimately 
classified as an Internal Investigation (II) and investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on July 11, 2022.    

Case Summary 
This case was initiated by an external complaint: a male alleged that a non-sworn 
employee had tried to cite him when he was unloading items from his vehicle into his 
business in a marked loading zone.  During that incident, the man refused to comply 
with the non-sworn employee’s instructions to give her his identification and drove away 
from the non-sworn employee.  As a result, the non-sworn employee drafted a criminal 
citation for resisting, evading or obstruction using her unit’s internal records system. 

The man called the unit’s non-sworn supervisor to report the incident.  The non-sworn 
supervisor forwarded this to the sworn supervisor in command of that unit because the 
complainant was a financial sponsor of a unit event (and the supervisor wanted to avoid 
any perception of bias).    
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The sworn supervisor interviewed the complainant, who stated that he wanted to file a 
formal complaint, and reviewed body-worn camera footage of the incident.  After 
viewing the video footage, the sworn supervisor believed that the non-sworn employee 
had acted outside of her capacity as a non-sworn employee.  She instructed the non-
sworn employee to dismiss the criminal citation.  The non-sworn employee disagreed 
but followed this direction.   

At a later date, and after the formal complaint investigation had been initiated, the sworn 
supervisor accompanied the non-sworn employee to the man’s business and engaged 
in a conversation with the man.  She stated that she did so to help train the non-sworn 
employee in “problem-solving policing” and “progressive training.” 

During the course of the investigation and after seeking legal advice, LCPD discovered 
that the sworn supervisor had misinterpreted the unit’s Standard Operating Procedures 
as they were written at the time.  Further, they discovered that the non-sworn supervisor 
had failed to appropriately document and classify other misconduct issues in the non-
sworn employee’s employment history.1  

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 
In investigating the initial complaint regarding the non-sworn employee, Internal Affairs 
discovered several internal concerns related to leadership and management in the 
particular unit.  As a result, IA elevated this from an “External Complaint” to an “Internal 
Investigation,” and expanded the scope of the case to encompass potential misconduct 
by the involved supervisors. 

IA framed two allegations related to Code of Conduct - Unsatisfactory Performance, 
General Order 103.01, as follow: 

1. The non-sworn employee was alleged to have violated this General Order when 
she attempted to issue a parking violation and later issued a criminal citation. 
LCPD found that the non-sworn employee was within policy and within her scope 
of duties during this incident.  LCPD exonerated the officer. 
 

2. The sworn supervisor allegedly did not know the policy and scope of duties 
related to non-sworn employees, a unit that was under her direct command, and 
directed the non-sworn employee to dismiss legitimate charges.  LCPD initially 

 
1 These other issues are being addressed under separate Internal Affairs case numbers, 
including a Vehicle Accident investigation.   
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found this to be sustained.  After a review by the Chief of Police and further 
consideration, LCPD modified the disposition to not sustained, which means that 
insufficient evidence existed to clearly prove or disprove allegation.  We discuss 
this modification in our review below. 

IA framed two allegations related to Supervisor Responsibilities, General Order 
108.04(A) as follow: 

3. The non-sworn supervisor allegedly failed to appropriately manage, train or 
otherwise correct the behavior of the non-sworn employee. The non-sworn 
supervisor also did not document his concerns regarding the officer using the 
proper Department system.  LCPD initially found this to be sustained, but, as 
above, modified this to not sustained. 
 

4. The sworn supervisor was alleged to have inappropriately facilitated direct 
communication between the complainant and the non-sworn employee during an 
on-going Internal Affairs investigation, using it as a “training opportunity.”  The 
sworn supervisor also failed to properly manage, train or supervise the non-
sworn supervisor.  LCPD initially found this to be sustained but modified this to 
not sustained. 

 

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
As noted, three allegations were not sustained.  The officer was exonerated in the 
fourth.  As a result of these findings, LCPD did not impose any formal disciplinary 
action. 
 
However, we learned that at the time of the incident, the non-sworn employee was still 
in her probationary period.  Because of other related personnel matters, LCPD 
extended the probation period of this officer.  This officer is no longer with the 
Department.   
 
As a result of this investigation and issues that it uncovered, the Department also stated 
that the following non-disciplinary actions will occur: 
 

 The unit’s Standard Operating Procedures shall be reviewed, rewritten where 
necessary for clarity, and incorporated into the LCPD General Orders (rather 
than being a stand-alone manual). 
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 The unit shall review their records retention protocols and align them with the 
Department’s protocols.  
 

 The Department will develop and deliver a new training program for all unit 
supervisory personnel and officers to include the scope of duties for this unit. 

 
 The Department will provide formal supervisor training to the non-sworn 

supervisor to include instructions on how to write progress reports for personnel 
under his command. 

 
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  
 

Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
With respect to allegation 1, the allegation that the non-sworn employee had attempted 
to improperly issue a parking citation and later a criminal complaint, we found that the 
evidence supported the finding of exonerated.   
 
Allegations 2, 3, and 4 involved a part of the LCPD Internal Affairs process that we had 
not previously encountered in our time as Las Cruces’ IPA.  In this investigation, the 
Chief of Police’s review resulted in a re-examination of the allegations and eventual 
change of the final dispositions, which is within the Chief’s authority under General 
Order 160.13.   
 
Essentially, the Chief issued an Addendum to the original investigation in which he 
modified the dispositions related to the sworn and the non-sworn supervisors from 
“sustained” to “not sustained.”  In this Addendum, the Chief acknowledged that the 
Department’s recent re-organization of the unit had failed to appropriately consider new 
training needs for personnel in command roles.  The sworn supervisor and non-sworn 
supervisor, he wrote, had not been sufficiently trained in their new positions, resulting in 
their actions as discovered by the initial investigation.  Further, the Department noted 
that the unit’s Standard Operating Procedures were outdated and confusing. 
 
In short, the Chief attributed the actions of these supervisors to these larger systemic 
failures, rather than to their own intentional or otherwise blameworthy misconduct.  
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According to the Chief, the involved personnel were “acting in good faith,” and it was the 
Department, not the individuals, that was responsible for the outcomes.   
 
We found these updated findings to be reasonable with regard to two of the allegations: 
 

 Regarding allegation 2, above -- the sworn supervisor’s “confusion” over the non-
sworn employee’s actions -- we agree.  We have previously reported our 
concerns with the personnel in this unit being held to a different standard than 
other Department personnel by having its own (and unclear) Standard Operating 
Procedures.  While it is a supervisor’s responsibility to know all policies, the 
ultimate outcome here -- the Chief’s direction to re-write the SOP, incorporate 
them into the LCPD General Orders, and train all personnel -- resolves the 
broader systemic concern.  Further, the Chief assigned the sworn supervisor the 
job of new policy and training development for this unit, which will ensure that 
she become well-versed in the policies and procedures of the unit she now 
supervises.  
 

 Regarding allegation 3, above -- the non-sworn supervisor’s failures as a 
supervisor – we agree with the Chief’s assessment that the non-sworn supervisor 
had never been in a supervisory role and had not received appropriate training 
for his new position, despite requesting it.  We found the referral to training for 
this employee to be an appropriate outcome: it addressed the need for corrective 
action in a constructive way while acknowledging the different mitigators that 
contributed to the supervisor’s prior performance.     
 

We were less persuaded by the modification to allegation 4, the sworn supervisor’s 
failures to supervise both the non-sworn employee and the non-sworn supervisor.  In 
the original investigation, LCPD determined that, in her role as a lieutenant, this 
employee’s actions violated the supervisory responsibilities listed in General Order 
108.04.  We agree with that assessment and found that the disposition of “sustained” 
was supported by the evidence.  Unlike the non-sworn supervisor, the sworn supervisor 
was not new to her supervisory position; she was new to command of the unit but had 
held supervisory roles in the Department.  We also found that the sworn supervisor’s 
use of an on-going internal investigation as a training opportunity was well-intentioned 
but ill-advised, giving the pending nature of the complaint.2   

 
2 Under other circumstances, we would commend the sworn supervisor’s attempt to mediate 
and use this type of incident as a “teachable moment.” Here, however, both the non-sworn 
employee and the sworn supervisor were focus employees in an on-going investigation directly 
involving a civilian complaint of misconduct where the civilian explicitly requested a formal 
investigation (e.g., had not wished to engage in mediation or other resolution).    
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In short, a sustained finding for supervisorial deficiencies seems to have been 
warranted by the facts.  We accordingly do not concur with the decision to modify this 
disposition.  It is true that some of the goals of the discipline process appear to have 
been met in the overall handling of this matter, and that several factors seem to lessen 
the need for a major disciplinary consequence.  Nonetheless, accurate outcomes 
matter, both to the legitimacy of the process and to create a record for effective 
management of involved personnel in the future.  In our view, those benefits were not 
fully realized in this case.   

 
Additional Policy, Training, or Other Findings 
 
As we listed above, the Department discovered several action items related to 
operations of the unit involved in this investigation.  We concur with these and 
recommend that the Department timely complete them. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 

LCPD should timely complete all action items related to policy and training for the 
unit involved in this investigation. 

 

 
LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group.  This was a complex investigation which exposed policy flaws, supervisor 
training opportunities, and required clarification of municipal code from the City 
Attorney’s Office. These factors resulted in a re-examination and eventual change of 
final dispositions. The sworn supervisor was not new to her supervisory roles in the 
department as stated, however she was new to the section. She had limited 
opportunities to provide training to her subordinate supervisors due to significant 
amounts of protected leave.   
 



 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  August 11, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2021II-003 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  This case was classified as 
an Internal Investigation (II) and investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on July 19, 2022.    

Case Summary 
Two LCPD officers responded to a call for service requesting a welfare check of two 
individuals, a man and woman, who were possibly intoxicated.  The reporting party 
stated that the man was running into oncoming cars and that when he had tried to 
intervene, the woman began throwing rocks at him.  This was the second call for service 
that day regarding this same man and woman; the first call, which had occurred ten 
minutes prior, involved a fight where the woman had shoved the man to the ground.   

The first two officers to arrive were an officer trainee and his Field Training Officer 
(FTO).  They encountered the man and woman, who the FTO knew from previous calls 
for service, in a parking lot.  The couple also had a dog that was off leash and at times 
acting aggressively toward the officers.  The woman, who was seated on the concrete 
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base of a lamppost, cursed at one officer.  The man was laying on the curb near her.  
The FTO instructed the woman to stand up, but she refused.  The officer grabbed her 
arm and threatened to throw her to the ground.  The women still refused to comply.  The 
FTO pulled her to the ground.  The woman continued to struggle and refused to give up 
her arm, which was initially tucked under her body.  The officer trainee eventually was 
able to successfully handcuff the woman and searched her. 

A third officer, the officer named in this investigation, arrived.  He advised the man to 
secure the dog.  He then assisted the other two officers in rolling over and sitting up the 
female, who was still struggling, yelling, and uncooperative. 

The third officer and officer trainee lifted the woman from the ground and walked her 
toward the police vehicle.  The woman leaned heavily on the third officer, turned toward 
him, cursed, and spit in his face.  The officer yelled, “she f* spit on me!” as they 
continued to walk toward the police vehicle.   

Once at the police vehicle, the third officer instructed the officer trainee to open the rear 
door of the vehicle.  The officer trainee struggled to open the rear door, which further 
aggravated the third officer.1  When the vehicle door was finally opened, the third officer 
forcibly shoved the woman into the police vehicle face first, causing her to strike her 
head and fall between the seat and the floor.   

The third officer walked away from the immediate scene and wiped his face and hands.   

Meanwhile, the woman had moved from the floor of the police vehicle (where she had 
landed after being pushed) to the ground, where officers restrained her.2  The Fire 
Department arrived and provided medical attention.  The woman continued to struggle 
and yell, was eventually placed in a WRAP device3 and was transported to booking.  
While being booked, the woman stated that she was pregnant.  A supervisor 
determined that she should be transported to the hospital for medical evaluation 
because she was pregnant and had struck her head on the vehicle door.  She was 
transported to the hospital.  Once she was secured to the hospital bed, officers removed 
the WRAP device.     

 
1 Toward the conclusion of the body-worn camera footage, we observed the third officer 
apologize to the officer trainee for losing his temper.  This is commendable self-correction. 
 
2 Here, we observed the FTO instruct the trainee on proper placement of his knee while holding 
the struggling woman on the ground.  This is a positive intervention. 
 
3 The WRAP is a restraint system designed to immobilize a person’s body, restricting the 
subject’s ability to kick, hit or inflect harm upon oneself or others. 
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The man was transported to the hospital because he was heavily intoxicated and had a 
head injury from the initial push by the woman.   

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 
LCPD conducted a Use of Force Review of the two uses of force in this incident.  The 
review found the “takedown” used by the FTO on the woman to be in policy.  The review 
found the forcible push used by the third officer to be out of policy. 
 
As a result of the out of policy finding, Internal Affairs initiated an internal investigation of 
the incident.  IA framed three allegations against the third officer for his actions both on 
scene and after.  These were as follow: 
 

1. General Order 255.02 (A) Use of Force - Applying Force 
 
This General Order section states that “personnel will use only reasonable force 
necessary to accomplish lawful objectives.” 
 
LCPD sustained this allegation because the officer used unreasonable force that did 
not accomplish any lawful objective when he forcibly shoved the woman into the 
back of the police vehicle. 

 
2. General Order 233.01(A) Prisoner Transport – Treatment of Prisoners 

 
Among other requirements, this General Order section states that “all prisoners shall 
be guaranteed protection of their Constitutional Rights and given humane treatment 
while in the custody of LCPD employees.  There shall be no verbal abuse directed at 
a prisoner or any unnecessary physical violence directed against any prisoner by any 
employee.  Nor shall any employee permit or allow abuse or mistreatment of any 
prisoner in their custody by anyone else.”  
 
LCPD sustained this allegation because the officer used unreasonable force in 
moving the woman, a prisoner, into the police vehicle.   
 

3. General Order 255.04(B)(1) Use of Force – Reporting and Review of Use of 
Force Incidents 
 
This General Order section states that “in all other instances when force is used, 
whether or not it results in an injury, officers shall document the use of force, any 
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injury or alleged injury, in the offense/incident report.  Officers who directly or 
indirectly witness such police actions, shall document their involvement on a 
supplement report.” 
 
LCPD sustained this allegation because the officer failed to submit a report regarding 
the use of force. 

 
 

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
As noted, the three allegations listed above were sustained.  An LCPD Lieutenant 
reviewed this investigation, the related Use of Force Review, and the officer’s personnel 
history.  As a result of this evaluation and considering the officer’s remorse at his 
actions, the Lieutenant determined that the officer should be provided significant 
discipline. 
 
The officer was also directed to attend a 2-day Force Training Academy, which is 
scheduled for September 2022.   
 
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  
 

Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
Based on our review of the investigation as completed by LCPD, we concur with 
LCPD’s disposition of the three framed allegations.  The evidence supported a finding of 
“sustained” for all three violations of General Orders.   
 
We also concur with the disciplinary outcome.  Based on our own review of the officer’s 
personnel history, which showed no pattern of this conduct, the remorse expressed both 
on scene and in his administrative interview, the Use of Force Review, and the 
investigation, we found that the discipline issued was fair and commensurate with the 
misconduct.  The referral to training was appropriate.  
 

Area of Improvement: Timeliness 
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We noted that this investigation had a long lapse between the time it was completed by 
Internal Affairs and the date that discipline was officially issued. LCPD explained that 
this long delay was due to various personnel transitions at the command staff level, 
including the retirement of one lieutenant responsible for the case and a leave taken by 
the incoming lieutenant.  As a result, the case remained unattended for several months.   
 
When we began our work with the Department in mid-2021, we noted (and commented 
on) timeliness concerns.  The initial timeline of this case largely precedes our 
recommendations.  From that time to today, LCPD has taken proactive steps to improve 
the case tracking process.  We will continue to track this important aspect of effective 
accountability. 
 

Area of Improvement: Completeness  
 
While we concur with the findings, we also found this investigation to have failed to 
address issues relating to responding officers’ performance. Specifically, we found that 
two officers use repeated unprofessional, profane and aggressive language and 
temperament during the course of this incident.  This aspect of the responding officers’ 
conduct was not identified nor addressed by LCPD.   
 
 General Order 103.05 states: 
 

103.05 CONDUCT TOWARD THE PUBLIC  
 
A. Employees shall be respectful to the public, other employees, and 
supervisors, as well as any person the employee has contact with during the 
performance of his/her duties and responsibilities. Employees shall be tactful and 
control their tempers in the performance of their duties. Employees must exercise 
the utmost patience and discretion, and shall not engage in argumentative 
discussions even in the face of extreme provocation. Employees shall not use 
coarse, violent, profane or insolent language or gestures, nor express any 
prejudice concerning race, religion, politics, national origin, sex, sexual 
orientation, or similar characteristics.  

 
The first officer to arrive on scene immediately and repeatedly used profanity when 
addressing the woman, who was known to him from previous encounters.  He then 
stated, “I’m gonna throw you on the ground” as he grabbed the woman’s arm. In his 
Incident Report, the officer commented, “I MADE THE STATEMENT TO HER TO TRY 
TO GET HER ATTENTION IN HOPES THAT SHE WOULD COMPLY JUST BY RAISING 
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MY LEVEL OF VERBAL COMMANDS TO THE LEVEL OF BELLIGERENCY THAT SHE 
HAD.” 
 
But the aggressive and unprofessional nature of this language only served to escalate 
the situation, and, eventually, the officer did pull the woman to the ground.4  Once the 
woman was handcuffed, the officer stated, “knock your s*** off and stand up.”  And, 
later, the officer continued to use profanity as he communicated with the man.     
 
The third officer also made various profane statements and acted in an aggressive 
manner toward the officer trainee.  And, as he walked away, the officer continued to 
curse out loud, both to himself and to his fellow officers on scene. 
 
We know from experience that profanity and upset temperament is hardly unique to 
LCPD, that officers are human and can experience stress and high emotion like the rest 
of us,5 and that limited and rare instances of these behaviors need not necessarily be 
cause for extreme alarm.  At the same time, we remain convinced that this behavior 
clashes with public expectations and Department policy.  When this behavior does 
occur, it deserves consideration, evaluation, and course correction. 
 
Further, as a Field Training Officer, the first officer should be held to a higher standard; 
FTOs are meant to lead by example.  That this FTO approached the incident from the 
onset in an unprofessional and profane manner in front of his trainee was notable and 
disappointing.6      

 
4 Indeed, LCPD’s General Order regarding Use of Force, GO 255, states that, “an officer’s 
approach to an individual can influence whether a situation escalates, resulting in the use of 
force” and advises de-escalation tactics be used when feasible.  We have previously 
commented on the use (or lack thereof) of de-escalation tactics and tools, an area where LCPD 
is actively pursuing additional training. 
 
5 In his administrative interview, to his credit, the third officer admitted that he lost his temper 
and had an emotional reaction.  He further explained that he knew that the woman was possibly 
positive for COVID-19 and that he had nearly lost his own mother to the illness (this case 
occurred at the height of the national pandemic).   
 
6 We did note that in a debrief at the conclusion of the incident, the FTO explained to the trainee 
that he acted in the manner that he did because he knew the man and woman to be intoxicated 
and aggressive from previous encounters.  He also wanted to gain a position of tactical safety 
and advantage by moving the woman away from the man.  While these are all tactically sound 
explanations, none explain or excuse the use of profanity and immediately aggressive behavior 
displayed by the officer. 
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Therefore, LCPD should have framed allegations for violations of General Order 103.5 
against the FTO and the third officer.  We recommend that LCPD revisit this specific 
case to determine if any further action is warranted at this time to correct the officers’ 
behaviors. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 

LCPD should revisit this specific case to determine if any further non-disciplinary 
action is warranted at this time to correct the officers’ behaviors as identified in 
this memo, including their use of profane language, their aggressive manner, and 
their failure to use de-escalation. 

 
Framing all allegations in an investigation has been the subject of previous 
recommendations, and one that LCPD has accepted.  This is an on-going area of 
review that we will continue to monitor.  We advise LCPD to continue to emphasize this 
in its Internal Affairs training. 

 
Additional Policy, Training, or Other Findings 
 
We noted three additional issues in this incident: failure to use de-escalation tactics, the 
lack of a timely Animal Control Officer response, and the length of time that the woman 
was kept in the WRAP device.   
  
First, as we noted above, the FTO who first arrived at the scene immediately engaged 
with the woman in an aggressive manner, rather than utilizing any type of de-escalation 
tactic.  We have commented on the effectiveness and necessity of de-escalation tactics 
in previous memos, and LCPD has responded that they are actively pursuing more 
training in this skill set.  Here again, we advise that LCPD train officers in effective de-
escalation tactics on a frequent basis.  We also recommend that LCPD focus on training 
FTOs in de-escalation to ensure that new officer trainees are exposed to and taught de-
escalation in the field. 

RECOMMENDATION 3 
 

LCPD should continue to train officers in effective de-escalation tactics on a 
frequent basis, with a focus on training FTOs in these techniques.  
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Second, we did not find reference to any Animal Control Officer response to this scene, 
which involved an aggressive dog.  In the body-worn camera footage of all three 
responding officers, we observed the dog who, at times, became aggressive toward the 
officers.  At various points, officers threatened to shoot or use a Taser on the dog if the 
dog was not restrained.   
 
For example, the third officer is heard instructing the man to hold his dog, stating, “if [the 
dog] comes at us, it’s getting Tased.”  Moments later, after the woman was detained on 
the ground receiving medical attention from Fire personnel, the dog approached.  It 
appeared that the third officer used his Taser in spark test mode aimed at the dog (no 
Taser probes were deployed from the weapon).  The dog scurried away at the noise but 
continued to act aggressively as the man was arrested.   
 
We noted that at least two officers called for an Animal Control Officer to respond to the 
scene.  But in the footage that we observed, which lasted well over thirty minutes, we 
did not see an Animal Control response.   
 
Here, we recommend that LCPD assess Animal Control’s response times, specifically 
as they relate to this incident, to determine why an Animal Control Officer did not 
respond to the scene in a timely manner and what, if any, future actions are warranted 
to ensure a timely response.   

RECOMMENDATION 3 
 

LCPD should assess Animal Control’s response times and what, if any, future 
actions are warranted to ensure a timely response to scenes. 

 
Finally, we noted that the woman was detained in a WRAP device for approximately 
one hour and possibly longer,7 and even after she advised officers that she was 
pregnant.     
 
LCPD’s General Order for Prisoner Transport, GO 233, advises: 
 

233.03 AUTHORIZED PRISONER RESTRAINTS   

 
7 We estimated the woman’s time in the WRAP based on times listed in the CAD and officers’ 
Incident Reports.  Officers responded to the scene at approximately 5:00PM.  They applied the 
WRAP device at approximately 5:15PM.  The woman advised officers that she was pregnant 
while in booking at approximately 6:00PM.  The WRAP device was removed after the woman 
was transported to the hospital and handcuffed to a hospital bed sometime after 6:00PM. 
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c. All caution and reasonableness should be considered when using the “WRAP” 
on a known pregnant person.   
 
d. The “WRAP” is to be considered a temporary restraint device and the subject 
should be transported as soon as possible. 

 
In their Incident Reports, the involved officers stated that the woman continued to be 
uncooperative until she was in a hospital bed.  This, they stated, necessitated the 
continued use of the WRAP.  However, we recommend that LCPD review the use of the 
WRAP in this incident and generally, including considering the length of time that is 
necessary and appropriate and alternatives to its use, especially on vulnerable 
populations.  

RECOMMENDATION 4 
 

LCPD should review the use of the WRAP device in this incident and generally, 
including considering the length of time that is necessary and appropriate and 
alternatives to its use, especially on vulnerable populations. 

 
 

 
LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group. The Las Cruces Police Department continues to develop and implement 
additional training on de-escalation and professionalism. Additional efforts have also 
been implemented in the field training program. Since this incident, several officers have 
received training on Interpersonal communications. The WRAP system deployment will 
be reviewed. 
 



 

 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  August 9, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022 II-005 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  This case was eventually 
classified as an Internal Investigation.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on July 7, 2022.1    

Case Summary 
A woman contacted the Police Department to allege repeated instances of inappropriate 
personal overtures that she said she had received from LCPD officer during his on-duty 
hours.  She spoke of two separate days in particular, both of which had happened 
several months prior to her contacting the Department to register her complaint.  

At the time of the alleged misconduct, the woman had been employed as a maid at a 
local motel.  She described a specific day when multiple officers were on scene, and 
said that she was cleaning a room when one of the officers (whom she named), came 

 
1 We were unable to complete the case within our usual 30-day window due to the temporary 
illness-related unavailability of one of the Department’s uniquely knowledgeable parties.   
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into the room and startled her.  After engaging in some initial banter with her, he 
allegedly made a graphically sexual remark that, in her version, prompted her to ask 
him to leave.  He did, only to return later with a soft drink that he had purchased for her.  
She accepted it, and that was the end of the encounter. 

As for the second incident, the woman claimed to have a very distinctive vehicle that 
people regularly associated with her.  She told the investigator that on the day after he 
had approached her in the motel room, she was pulled over by the same officer as she 
was driving.  When she questioned him about the reason, he said that he had just 
wanted to say hello to her, and then allowed her to go. 

While she did not report any additional instances of this kind of harassing behavior, she 
eventually decided to come forward based on her sense that it was inappropriate for the 
officer to have acted in this way.   

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 
LCPD conducted a telephonic interview with the complainant in which she described the 
incidents in question and offered supporting details.  The interview with the woman 
lasted approximately 12 minutes.  She related her allegations, and attempted to 
establish time markers that would assist in corroborating her story.  (At least several 
months had passed since the alleged incidents had occurred.) This became the basis 
for an Internal Affairs audit of calls for service that were associated with the motel where 
the woman worked. 
 
The officer named by the woman was assigned to a special street crime unit that did in 
fact respond to that location on numerous occasions.  Per the memo, the investigator 
looked at documentation and video recordings that totaled more than 100, and did not 
find information that corroborated her specific claims, corresponded to alleged 
supporting details, or was otherwise suspicious.   The investigator also reported 
subsequent contacts with the complainant in which she revised her time estimates 
considerably – also to no avail in terms of providing proof of the conduct at issue. 
 
Although the initial investigation had not substantiated the claims – and although 
several factors raised questions about the complainant’s motivations and credibility2 – 
the Department took the step of interviewing the officer.  The interview was very direct 
and straightforward.  The officer denied having any personal knowledge of the woman 

 
2 Prior to raising her claims about the LCPD officer, the woman apparently had been arrested by 
a multi-agency task force in conjunction with criminal activity. This information was not included 
in the investigative memo,  
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and denied engaging in the sexually harassing behavior that had been described, or 
otherwise having had contact with her.  Although he did recall an enforcement stop of a 
vehicle similar to the distinctive one driven by the complainant, he did not recall details 
and professed to have no recollection of the driver’s identity. 
 
Based on this evidence (or lack of evidence), the Department determined that the four 
policy violations at issue were Unfounded.   These included the following sections: 
 

 City of Las Cruces Policy 1103:  Discrimination and Harassment 
 General Order 103.01:  Unsatisfactory Performance 
 General Order 103.04: Standards of Conduct, and  
 General Order 103.28:  Conduct Unbecoming 

 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file, which consisted of an investigative 
memorandum and recordings of the interview with both the complainant and the subject 
officer.  Although numerous body-worn camera recordings were mentioned in the 
search for potentially relevant incidents and incriminating behaviors, these reportedly 
had no affirmative evidentiary value in terms of supporting the woman’s contentions and 
were not included in the case package.  (Instead, the absence of anything corroborative 
was their most useful feature.). Because of this, the “package” we received for this case 
was one of the most limited in our experience with LCPD. 
 
This is unfortunate insofar as it limits our ability to corroborate LCPD’s due diligence in 
attempting to address these allegations.  Just as importantly, it is entirely possible for 
the Department’s survey of relevant calls to have produced no helpful evidence, and for 
misconduct to have occurred in some form and in some undocumented way.  As vague 
as the woman’s story was at times, and as unhelpful her timeline, the investigative 
memo would have been more persuasive if it had taken a more methodical approach to 
those details that did emerge in her version of events.3  This is an issue we have raised 
with the Department previously, and we hope it will get renewed  consideration. 
 
If that had been the case, we might be more inclined to concur with the “Unfounded” 
determination that LCPD reached for all charges.  As it stands, we believe a more 

 
3 For example, the woman made a passing reference to having been arrested by the officer at 
some subsequent point.  In a conversation with LCPD, we learned that a records check had 
failed to support this assertion.  But the memo we received did not explain this process or 
otherwise highlight its relevance to the overall accuracy of her story. 
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appropriate outcome would have been “Not Sustained,” which is the Department’s 
designation for allegations about which the evidence is not conclusive in either 
establishing or refuting their veracity. 
 
We recognize that the circumstances here were unusual.  This was in part because of 
credibility issues with the complainant, and in light of obstacles that were created by her 
limited participation and the possibility of outside agency involvement in one or more of 
the episodes that involved her.  We recognize also that some of the specific details 
about the officer that she cited clashed with known facts about him – thus diminishing 
the likelihood that her claims were true.  But the allegations were oddly particular and 
grounded in some apparent familiarity with the officer at issue.  (For example, it was not 
as if he had never responded to a call for service at the location; on the contrary, he 
was apparently there quite regularly.)  Their illegitimacy – or even the Department’s 
inability to “choose” between her claims and the officer’s denials – would have been 
more convincing if the investigative paper trail had been presented more completely and 
systematically.   
 
As for the interview, it was appropriate for the Department to take this formal step 
(which does not always happen in the absence of other corroborating evidence).  If 
nothing else, it put the officer on notice of the allegations and required him to be 
accountable in responding to claims that were disturbing.  His denials were unequivocal.  
At the same time, the interview’s very limited duration (three minutes) foreclosed a more 
comprehensive exploration of the woman’s various assertions.  Accordingly, as with the 
remainder of the review, while the substance supported the Department’s conclusion, 
the process seemed less robust than it might well have been. 
 
To reiterate, we are not aware of any evidentiary basis for a finding that the woman’s 
allegations were sustained.  We also acknowledge the evidence to the contrary that was 
developed, as well as the credibility issues presented by the woman at different stages 
of the process.  However, while the “she said/he said” aspects of this case posed 
inherent challenges, the Department could have done a stronger job of showing its work 
and conducting comprehensive interviews of the key parties.   
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 

LCPD should ensure that documentation within its investigative memoranda is a 
complete reflection of the steps that were taken to gather and assess potential 
evidence. 
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RECOMMENDATION 2 
 

Investigative interviews should be thorough about pursuing verifiable details with 
specificity and with any necessary follow-up, particularly in cases that are heavily 
dependent on individual persons’ conflicting versions of events. 

 
 

 

LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group.  We concur that the circumstances here were unusual. Internal Affairs will 
employ a more methodical approach when documenting investigative steps taken as 
recommended, as in this case, documenting the specific recordings which were 
reviewed.  
 



 

 

 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  August 29, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022EIC1-006 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate. This case was classified as an 
External Investigation – Category 1 (EIC1) and investigated by Internal Affairs.     

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on August 26, 2022.    

Case Summary 
This case was initiated by a call to dispatch: a civilian alleged that she observed an 
LCPD employee speeding at 110 MPH without lights or sirens on the interstate in a 
marked LCPD vehicle.  She reported that she honked and waved at the employee to 
alert her of her speed and recorded the license plate number.  LCPD discovered that 
the vehicle belonged to a non-sworn employee.   

Shortly after, the employee contacted her supervisor to report the incident and claimed 
that she was not speeding.  The employee also noted the location of the incident and 
that it had occurred at approximately 7:20AM. 
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The supervisor determined that given the location, route of travel and time, the 
employee was likely late to her shift, which began at 7:00AM.  He escalated the issue to 
his chain of command.  Command staff met with the supervisor and employee and 
suspended her take-home vehicle privileges.1   

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 

LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a preliminary investigation of the incident and framed 
two allegations against the non-sworn employee.  LCPD was not able to interview the 
non-sworn employee because she was on administrative leave related to another 
disciplinary matter. 

IA framed one allegation related to Code of Conduct – Reporting for Duty, General 
Order 103.02, as follow: 

1. The non-sworn employee was alleged to have violated this General Order when 
she acknowledged that she was outside of the City limits and enroute to her shift 
approximately 20 minutes past the start of her shift.  LCPD found this to be 
sustained. 

IA framed one allegation related to Vehicle Operations, General Order 119.01 as 
follows: 

2. The non-sworn employee was alleged to have violated this General Order when 
she was observed by a civilian speeding on the interstate in a LCPD vehicle 
without lights or sirens.   
 
LCPD found this to be sustained because, while the officer initially denied 
speeding, she also did not dispute the decision to suspend her take-home 
vehicle privileges and had other sustained complaints. 

 

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
Immediately upon learning of this alleged misconduct, the Chief of Police suspended 
the non-sworn employee’s take-home vehicle privilege.   
 

 
1 According to LCPD, suspension of take-home vehicle privileges is not a disciplinary action. 
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Both allegations were later sustained.  However, because the non-sworn employee was 
already on administrative leave pending the outcome of a termination proceeding, 
LCPD opted not to issue any formal discipline findings for this case, but instead left the 
case “pending discipline.”2  This employee is no longer with the Department.   
 
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  
 

Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
We found that the evidence supported the finding of “sustained” for both allegations.  
The investigation was complete and the outcome appropriate given the circumstances 
of this employee’s ongoing personnel issues.   
 
 

Additional Policy, Training, or Other Findings 
 
We noted an area of future investment for LCPD.  Many agencies use in-car GPS 
technology to track the speed and location of department patrol and other official 
vehicles.  LCPD reported that they do not use such technology.  We recommend that 
LCPD explore this technology for both officer and public safety. 
 

Recommendation 1 
 
LCPD should explore GPS tracking technology for all Department-owned 
vehicles to enhance officer and public safety. 
 

 

 

 
2 LCPD reported that it made this choice because the employee was likely going to be 
terminated and any discipline related to this case would not be issued.  They further noted that 
this employee is listed as “no-rehire” if the employee chooses to reapply in the future.  
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LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group.  The Las Cruces Police Department will explore the technology recommended 
by OIR.   
 



 

 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  October 27, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – 2022EIC1-009  

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate. This case was classified as an 
This case was eventually classified as an External Investigation – Category 1 (EIC1) 
and investigated by a first level supervisor.  

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on September 27, 2022.    

Case Summary 
This investigation was initiated when a complainant alleged that an LCPD officer 
committed an unlawful search, seizure, and questioning of her juvenile son.  The 
complainant alleged that her son was contacted and questioned without parental 
consent; nor was he afforded legal representation.   

The incident arose when another juvenile alleged that the complainant’s son had 
inappropriately pinched or hit him in groin area.  The school reported the allegation to 
LCPD, and an officer responded.  The officer first interviewed the parent of the juvenile 
victim, the juvenile victim and two juvenile witnesses to the incident.  The officer 
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attempted to telephone the complainant several times but was unsuccessful and left a 
voice message.   

The officer then talked to the subject juvenile, first reading him his Miranda rights.  The 
juvenile invoked his rights and said he did not want to answer questions posed by the 
officer.  Subsequently, the complainant called and expressed unhappiness with the 
questioning of her son before contacting her.  The officer explained that he had tried to 
call her, but she had not been available. 

The officer determined that there was insufficient evidence of a sexual assault but 
sufficient probable cause for battery and prepared a battery citation. 

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 
LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a preliminary inquiry into the incident and considered 
the following General Orders:  

The complainant alleged that the officer failed to follow General Order 243.03 – 
Juvenile Interviews and Statements, General Order 292.01 – Search and Seizure 
Provisions, and General Order 103.05 – Conduct Toward the Public 

The preliminary inquiry resulted in an EXONERATED finding with regard to the 
allegations. 

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
There was no formal discipline or review of the officer’s personnel file in this case 
because the allegations were unfounded.   
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  
 

Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
We found that the evidence directly related to these allegations supported the findings 
of exoneration.   
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The LCPD General Order regarding interviews with juveniles does not require 
contacting the parent prior to endeavoring to interview the juvenile.  Even so, there is 
body-worn camera evidence that the officer did in fact try to contact the parent multiple 
times before his effort to do so.  Then, when the officer interviewed the juvenile, he 
patiently explained the Miranda rights to the juvenile, and the juvenile chose to invoke 
his right not to answer questions.  These efforts were creditable and suggest that – 
beyond compliance with relevant policy – the officer was appropriately sensitive to the 
circumstances.  
 
There were also no violations of LCPD’s Search and Seizure Policy or Conduct Toward 
the Public.  During a trying telephone conversation with the complainant, the officer 
remained professional.   
 
While there were no violations of policy with regard to this matter, there were several 
issues worthy of course correction that were identified by the investigator.  First, the 
officer’s report diverges from the video footage regarding the timing of his actions.  In 
the report the officer writes that he met with the subject juvenile prior to calling the 
juvenile’s mother, when in fact the attempted contact with the parent preceded the 
meeting with the subject juvenile.  Further, in the report, the officer wrote that he could 
not leave a message when he tried to contact the mother, but the footage depicts the 
officer actually leaving a voice mail. 
 
Moreover, the investigator noted that when the officer talked to the mother of the subject 
juvenile over the phone, he advised her on two occasions that her son had “waived” his 
Miranda rights, when in fact, he had invoked his rights.  In the context of the 
conversation (which we were able to review), this appeared to simply be a 
misstatement; however, it conveyed obviously incorrect information to the parent about 
a key aspect of the encounter. 
 
While these inaccuracies in the report and in the officer’s discussion with the 
complainant were identified by the investigator, there was no apparent follow-up or 
intervention to correct them.  The investigator could and should have recommended that 
the accuracy issues be addressed at the conclusion of the case.  
 
Report writing and verbal interactions with aggrieved individuals are obviously skills that 
merit attention – and shortcomings should be addressed when they are identified in the 
context of any review process. These types of course correction can improve 
performance of the particular officer and the Department overall, and administrative 
investigations are often a fruitful source of such opportunities.     
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RECOMMENDATION 1 
 
LCPD should advise internal investigators that they should forward any identified 
performance lapses (including in report writing or verbal accounts) for additional follow 
up as needed. 

 
LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group.  LCPD IA will make note of lapses in report writing and follow-up with section 
supervision to address. 

 
 



 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  October 10, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022II-009 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate. This case was classified as an 
Internal Investigation (II) and investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on September 22, 2022.    

Case Summary 
This case was initiated by correspondence submitted by a non-sworn LCPD employee 
to various LCPD and City personnel.1 The non-sworn employee first reported that 
sometime in 2020, she was not paid for a week of work.  According to the non-sworn 
employee, she brought this to the attention of her chain of command and LCPD 
immediately resolved this pay discrepancy.  

 
1 The non-sworn employee stated that she had originally reported her complaint in a handwritten 
letter to the Chief of Police in March of 2022.  However, the Chief did not receive this letter.  
And, when asked about the letter by Internal Affairs during her interview in July, the non-sworn 
employee explained that the letter was still in her possession and provided photographs of the 
letter to Internal Affairs.  We discuss this later. 
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The non-sworn employee also alleged that, approximately one year later, her unit’s 
supervisor “made her feel like trash” during a meeting.  According to the complainant, 
this same supervisor then began to follow, stalk, and sexually harass her both during 
her working hours and on her personal time, using Dona Ana County Sheriff and New 
Mexico State Police personnel to assist in his efforts.2  The non-sworn employee further 
asserted that no one in the Department helped her when she brought these matters to 
their attention over a two-year time frame. 

As part of the investigation, LCPD interviewed the non-sworn employee’s supervisors. 
One supervisor reported that in December of 2021 and January of 2022, the non-sworn 
employee had requested his assistance because she was being stalked by “an ex;” the 
non-sworn employee did not name this person nor state that he was a LCPD employee.  
According to one supervisor, he reported this to his chain of command and to the 
Victim’s Assistance Unit and advised the non-sworn employee to call 9-1-1 if the 
stalking continued.  This supervisor’s commanding officer confirmed this, further stating 
that he instructed the non-sworn employee to come directly to him with any future 
issues.  According to all of the supervisors interviewed, the non-sworn employee did not 
communicate with them regarding these issues after January of 2022.   

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 
LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a formal investigation of the incident and framed two 
allegations against the named supervisor:  

IA framed one allegation related to General Order 103.4, Code of Conduct – General 
Standards of Conduct as follows:  

1. The non-sworn employee alleged that the supervisor did not treat her with 
respect and courtesy when he first disparaged her in a meeting and later 
followed, stalked, and sexually harassed her. 
 
LCPD unfounded this allegation, stating that there was no evidence other than 
the non-sworn employee’s assertions to suggest that the supervisor treated this 
non-sworn employee in a manner inconsistent with the Code of Conduct.  

 
2 The non-sworn employee’s accounts of following, stalking, and sexual harassment varied in 
degree throughout the investigation.  At one point, the non-sworn employee alleged that the 
supervisor was showing up at her work site.  At another, she alleged that the supervisor had tied 
her up and assaulted her “in a dark jail” and “attacked” her in her car. Later, she alleged that the 
supervisor coordinated with the State Police to have her followed home from a vacation in 
Mexico. 
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Conversely, there was evidence that the supervisor had extremely limited and 
professional contact with the non-sworn employee, only in the presence of others 
and only in his capacity as a supervisor of her unit.  
   

IA framed one allegation related to City of Las Cruces Personnel Manual 1103: 
Discrimination and Harassment as follows:  

2. The non-sworn employee alleged that the supervisor sexually harassed and 
stalked her in violation of the City’s policy regarding harassment.     
 
LCPD unfounded this allegation for the reasons listed in #1, above.   

 

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
There was no formal discipline or review of the supervisor’s personnel file in this case 
because the allegations were unfounded.   
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  
 

Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
We found that the evidence directly related to these allegations supported the findings.  
LCPD conducted an extensive investigation that went well beyond interviews of the 
involved parties to ensure that these serious allegations were appropriately considered.  
For example, the investigator reviewed logs for the dates and times that the 
complainant alleged that she was being followed and discovered incidents or calls for 
service that would place a LCPD police vehicle at the location.  
 
However, we found that LCPD did not follow its own protocol when communicating with 
the complainant (the non-sworn employee), both at the initiation and completion of the 
investigation.  It is unfortunate that LCPD did not follow its usual rigor in transparent 
communication with complainants in this specific case because, in her communications 
with the City and Department, the non-sworn employee alleged that “no one” was taking 
action to assist in her situation.  Formal letters may have served to alleviate her 
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concerns or, at the very least, provided a clear mechanism for LCPD to track the actions 
taken on this case. 
 
We noted that communication with the non-sworn employee throughout this 
investigation was, according to LCPD and documented in the file, fragmented, 
extensive, and difficult to comprehend as it occurred in two languages via different 
technologies (email, telephone, text message, and, according to the complainant, 
handwritten correspondence) to various parties.  According to LCPD, this confusing 
communication resulted in a failure to send the non-sworn employee a formal complaint 
initiation letter as is its usual practice.  Instead, noted the IA investigator, LCPD 
communicated receipt and initiation of the complaint verbally when discussing the case 
with the non-sworn employee on the phone. 
 
And, once the investigation was complete, IA did not send the complainant a close-out 
letter.  The IA investigator acknowledged that this was an administrative oversight and 
has since sent the non-sworn employee a detailed close-out letter, which he provided 
for our review.     
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 
LCPD should follow its protocol for formal letters to complainants at the initiation 
and conclusion of every case.   

 
The missing formal complaint initiation letter also contributed to confusion regarding the 
case timeline that might have been resolved by including more “background” 
information in the report.  We have previously recommended that LCPD include relevant 
“background” information that may inform the case, investigative process and/or 
outcome in the investigative report. 
 
For example, the report began by referencing the complainant’s handwritten letter to the 
Chief, which was allegedly submitted by the complainant in March of 2022.  But the 
complaint was not formally initiated until July.  This apparent four-month delay caused 
OIR Group concern.  After conversation with LCPD, we learned that the Chief never 
received this letter; in fact, the complainant still had it in her possession in July.  The 
Department only became aware of the complaint in July, when the non-sworn employee 
sent an email to City personnel, and immediately initiated the formal complaint process. 
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RECOMMENDATION 2 
 
LCPD should include relevant background information that may inform the case, 
investigative process and/or outcome in the investigative report. 

 
Additional Policy, Training, or Other Findings 
 
There were no additional findings in this case.   

 
LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR Group 
and agrees it is important to add relevant information to mitigate confusion. LCPD will 
add relevant background information to investigations, when necessary, as 
recommended. Formal letters to complainants at the initiation and conclusion of every 
case will be sent as protocol.  

 

 



 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  August 7, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022EIC1-011 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  This case was classified as 
an External Investigation – Category 1 (EIC1) and investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on July 7, 2022.    

Case Summary 
On April 5, 2022, a LCPD supervisor received an email from a resident, the 
complainant, who reported what he believed to be an on-going code violation in his 
neighbor’s yard; specifically, the neighbor was storing building materials on the roof of 
his residence.  The complainant stated that a code officer had incorrectly determined 
that the building materials were not a code violation.  The LCPD supervisor sent a code 
officer to the location for further investigation.  That investigation revealed that the 
building materials were, in fact, a violation of code.1  The LCPD supervisor shared this 

 
1 According to LCPD, that incident is being investigated by LCPD as a “Supervisory Matter.” 
LCPD also shared that this complainant has filed several complaints with LCPD related to code 
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updated information with the resident via email and considered the situation to be 
resolved.  

On April 12, a different code officer was patrolling the complainant’s neighborhood.  The 
officer observed potential code concerns on the complainant’s property, including 
unpermitted shipping containers and abandoned airplanes, and spoke to the 
complainant about them.  The complainant asked if the officer was responding to a 
complaint, and the officer responded that it was self-initiated activity.  The complainant 
became frustrated.  He stated that the code officer was targeting him and not others in 
the area who also had shipping containers on their property.  The complainant asked 
the officer to leave him alone and began to walk away from the officer.  The officer 
requested that the complainant resolve the shipping container permit situation and left 
the location.   

The officer then responded to a neighboring property that also had unpermitted shipping 
containers and advised that property owner of the need for a permit.  That property 
owner said that he would comply. 

As the officer was driving away from the second locations, the complainant approached 
the officer’s vehicle.  When the officer rolled down his window, the complainant asked 
for information about the shipping container code, which the officer provided, along with 
a phone number to Community Development, where the complainant could get more 
information about the permit.  The complainant began to argue with the code officer 
about the code.  As the complainant became more frustrated, the officer exited his 
vehicle and informed the complainant that he would file a criminal summons if the 
complainant did not obtain a permit.  The complainant continued to argue, and the code 
officer explained that the complainant could raise his concerns in court.  The code 
officer went back to his vehicle and drove away. 

Later that same day, the complainant emailed the LCPD supervisor wishing to file a 
complaint.  The complainant alleged that the officer had lied to him, was engaging in 
selective enforcement by citing him and not others in the area and was harassing him.   

 

 
enforcement, all of which are currently being investigated either by Internal Affairs or at the 
supervisor level. 
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LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 
LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a preliminary investigation of the incident and framed 
three allegations against one Code Enforcement officer based on the Code 
Enforcement Section Standard Operational Procedures manual: 
 

1. 8b. Duties and Responsibilities 
This section outlines the duties of code enforcement officers, which is to routinely 
monitor non-compliance areas to ensure corrective action is taken, including 
issuing a criminal complaint or citation with the Municipal Court. 
 

2. Code Enforcement Officers may initiate enforcement any time a violation is 
observed. 
This section states that code officers can engage in self-initiated code 
enforcement upon observation of a violation. 

 
After reviewing the body-worn camera footage of this incident, related dispatch, and 
Municipal Court records, the IA investigator determined that the officer’s conduct was 
lawful and justified.  The officer was exonerated. No further investigation was 
conducted. 
 
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  We found this preliminary inquiry to be incomplete in framing 
all allegations as communicated by the complainant in his email to the LCPD 
supervisor.   
 
In his email, the complainant alleged that, in addition to engaging in selective 
enforcement, the code enforcement officer lied to him and harassed him.  These two 
allegations were not framed by LCPD.   These allegations are related to the code 
officer’s conduct on scene during the call and, as such, should have been framed as 
Code of Conduct violations (General Order 103).  
 
We highlight this for two reasons.  First, framing all allegations as reported by the 
complainant, especially when these are explicitly stated via email, ensures a thorough 
and complete investigation into the complainant’s concerns.  While the body-worn 
camera footage showed that the officer did not lie to the complainant or engage in 
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harassment (in fact, the code officer was patient and deliberate in his interaction and 
was enforcing the shipping container violations in that neighborhood at several 
locations), and his behavior was within the parameters of his job duties, we advise that 
investigators frame and investigate all allegations as reported by complainants.   
 
Second, in previous reviews we noted that employees were confused over what policies 
applied to the different types of personnel employed by LCPD (e.g., commissioned and 
non-commissioned).  To remedy this, we previously recommended that LCPD update 
language in all the Department’s General Orders to apply to all personnel, including 
code officers.2  LCPD did so.  As such, it is important that LCPD equally apply the 
Department’s General Orders (here, General Order 103) across all personnel types, 
and frame allegations accordingly.   
 
Framing all allegations as reported by the complainant has been the subject of previous 
recommendations, and one that LCPD has accepted.  This is an on-going area of 
review that we will continue to monitor.  We advise LCPD to continue to emphasize this 
in its Internal Affairs training. 
 
We also noted that the initial email correspondence between the LCPD supervisor and 
the complainant revealed a “debate” between the complainant and code enforcement 
that, according to the complainant, had gone on for a year.  This included an erroneous 
assessment by a different code officer that, in our opinion, should have been the subject 
of a complaint or at least some type of performance course correction.    
 
When we inquired about this, LCPD responded that this complainant has filed several 
complaints with the Department.  Some of these are being investigated at the 
“Supervisory Matter” level while others are pending action by the civil courts.  As we 
have recommended in previous memos, including relevant background information, 
such as cross-referencing other active IA case numbers, can help to better understand 
the totality of the circumstances.  We recommend this again here. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 

In each investigation, LCPD should include any relevant information that may 
help inform the investigation and/or assist with understanding the totality of the 
circumstances. 

 
2 LCPD confirmed that Department General Orders (including General Order 103) are applicable 
to code officers and that code officers also must adhere to their unique procedure manual, the 
Code Enforcement Section Standard Operational Procedures. 
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LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group.  LCPD Internal Affairs will closer review complaint allegations as reported and 
frame allegations as recommended.   
 



 
 

 
 
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group  
DATE:  June 27, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – IA # 2021II - 015 

 

Introduction 

In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on May 26, 2022.   

Case Summary 

This formal administrative investigation began in response to a pair of overlapping 
anonymous complaints that were submitted to the City’s online Ethics Hotline within a 
few weeks of each other.  Both alleged misconduct on the part of an Animal Control 
supervisor, specifically with regard to discrimination against female employees who 
were Animal Control Officers (ACO’s).  Two women – only one of whom was still with 
the agency – were cited in particular as having experienced inappropriate treatment 
related to their respective pregnancies.  The more recent allegation involved an 
assertion that the supervisor had prompted one of his subordinates to terminate her 
pregnancy by saying she would lose her job if required to take a substantial amount of 
leave. 
 
In the aftermath of receiving these complaints, a representative from both the City 
Attorney’s Office and the City Auditor’s Office interviewed the woman who still worked 
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for LCPD.  After processing this intake interview, they forwarded the complaint to the 
Department.  The supervisor was put on administrative leave and Internal Affairs 
conducted a formal investigation. 
 
During a witness interview with another female ACO, a number of collateral issues 
emerged regarding the practices of this supervisor; these too became components of 
the investigation.  They consisted of various forms of alleged discriminatory treatment 
toward women as well as improper practices such as failure to pay overtime, denial of 
time off, and refusal to respond to questions and concerns. 
 
Additionally, there was important evidence in the case in the form of recordings that 
involved ACO’s had created during conversations with their supervisor – unbeknownst 
to him.  One in particular – created by the employee whose pregnancy was at the center 
of the investigation – was especially important in assessing the supervisor’s handling of 
the situation. However, the practice of surreptitious recording was recognized as 
inappropriate and became the basis for a charge against these individuals for violation 
of LCPD policy. 
 

LCPD’s Investigation and Outcomes 

The Department made the decision to put the supervisor on administrative leave during 
the pendency of the investigation.  The investigator reviewed the recording of the key 
conversation and received information from the City officials who had conducted the 
initial intake interview.  The investigator conducted formal witness interviews of the two 
female employees as well as the lieutenant to whom the supervisor reported in the 
normal chain of command.1  The supervisor was also interviewed as the subject of the 
investigation.  The investigator also assessed other sources of potential evidence, 
including emails and text messages sent by the various participants. 
 
Notably, the woman whose recent pregnancy had been a galvanizing event in the 
investigation said she was not responsible for the anonymous complaints.  She said in 
her interview that was bothered by the idea that her situation was being “used” by 
someone who sought to air the unit’s wider range of grievances against the supervisor 
for his treatment of subordinates.  She also denied that he had been responsible for her 
decision to terminate her pregnancy, and took full responsibility for that choice. 

 
1 Both of the other witnesses spoke very positively about the lieutenant; she, in turn, shared in 
her interview that she had not received complaints about the supervisor and that her basic 
impression was that he was “well-liked” and not biased against female subordinates.  She was 
largely supportive of his performance. 
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At the same time, she corroborated other aspects of the concerns about his 
management style, and said that she had found him to be inappropriately pleased when 
she informed him that she was no longer pregnant.2  She was emotional at times about 
her personal circumstances and the stress that the situation had created, both at the 
time of her pregnancy and in terms of the overall work environment.   
 
In his interview, the supervisor shared his perspective as to the range of concerns that 
had emerged.  He had plausible explanations for many of the particular criticisms that 
had been raised, and some of the dynamics seemed to be attributable to differences in 
perspective or to the relatively common friction points between supervisors and 
subordinates.  Many of the specific incidents cited as improper management were 
exonerated as within the supervisor’s authority and within policy. 
 
The investigation did identify two significant performance lapses that became the basis 
for “sustained” findings.  One related to the supervisor’s apparently inaccurate 
understanding of the Family Medical Leave Act as it pertained to the woman who 
became pregnant.  While it was true that her status as a probationary employee was 
relevant to her eligibility, he was incorrect in thinking that it would not apply to a 
childbirth that had already occurred once she reached the required one year of 
employment.  While the resulting confusion was apparently not dispositive in the ACO’s 
ultimate decision-making, it was certainly an error that constituted a failure in the 
supervisor’s responsibilities as a manager.   
 
Additionally, the investigator (and LCPD) found fault with the supervisor’s insensitive 
handling of the discussion in which he learned that the pregnancy had been terminated.  
While his affirmations were presumably well-intentioned, and while his occasional 
laughter and other off-putting reactions during that encounter were presumably a 
function of nervousness, the behavior was hurtful to the ACO in a way that the 
supervisor could and should have avoided.   
 
In all, the two ACO’s who had violated the recording policy and the supervisor himself 
received low-level consequences for what were “first offenses” in their employment 
history.  Importantly, the supervisor also received relevant training on the legal 
standards for medical leave, as well as techniques of effective supervision. 
 
 

 
2 She understood if he was gratified that he would not be faced with a staffing challenge, but she 
found his show of enthusiasm to be inappropriate and insensitive. 
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OIR Group Findings and Analysis 

This was an unusual case in our experience with the City, given that the issues were 
essentially internal personnel matters and not incidents involving LCPD interactions with 
the public.  But the allegations at issue were obviously serious, and the Department’s 
ability to investigate such matters rigorously and effectively is obviously within the scope 
of our concerns as auditors.  Accordingly, we had our usual full access to the 
investigation materials. 
 
We concurred with the Department’s findings as to the framing of individual allegations 
and the outcomes that resulted.  The supervisor’s mishandling of his subordinate’s 
medical issue – both technically and in terms of his sensitivity and sense of boundaries 
– was appropriately recognized as the predominant concern and was addressed 
appropriately.  As for the allegations about discrimination or faulty management of 
overtime, leave, and other workplace issues, the investigator made good faith efforts to 
evaluate whether specific violations occurred, and did not find such evidence.   
 
Interestingly, the investigator grouped together the more generalized grievances about 
the supervisor’s demeanor and management style under the heading “Ancillary Issues.”  
While none of them seemed to be definitively matters of policy, the case report included 
a recommendation that the unit’s dynamic be assessed more holistically by LCPD 
management.  We concur, and hope this happened. 
 
In speaking with the Department about how the unit is faring in the several months since 
these allegations emerged, we learned that they are also in process of re-examining 
some of the operative structures.  The Code Enforcement and Animal Control functions 
are obviously distinct from policing in basic ways.  However, to the extent they fall within 
the Department’s ultimate responsibility, it is important that LCPD management be clear 
on substantive issues and sufficiently engaged in ensuring that operations are 
consistent with policy and the City’s expectations.   
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 

LCPD should work with the City to ensure that clarification of roles, 
responsibilities, and lines of authority occurs as needed for the effective 
management of Code Enforcement and Animal Control. 
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LCPD Management Response 

The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group.  The review is thorough and accurate, LCPD will take recommendations into 
consideration. Standard Operating Procedures for both Codes and Animal Control are 
currently being revised to allow for better management of each section. 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  October 27, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022EIC1-017 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate. This case was classified as an 
External Investigation/Category 1 (EIC1) – a complaint from the member of the public 
that received a formal review – and was investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on September 27, 2022.    

Case Summary 
The complainant had an encounter with another customer at a local coffee shop that 
prompted a manager there to contact LCPD.  When two officers arrived, they found the 
complainant – who had been told to leave – still at the location, while the other involved 
party had left.  The man’s subsequent complaint (which he made approximately six 
months later) articulated his frustration with LCPD’s response to the incident and its 
aftermath.  He contended that the Department’s efforts (or lack thereof) to pursue the 
criminal conduct of the other party was politically motivated, and listed several specific 
supporting details in his written complaint. 
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On the day of the original incident, the responding officers had listened to the man’s 
account of what occurred.  Based on the overlapping elements in his version and the 
somewhat different one offered by the shop’s manager, they understood that a verbal 
confrontation had devolved into yelling for several minutes before the other individual 
had left.  The manager’s position was that the complainant had been the antagonist, 
and that there had possibly been a racial undercurrent to the exchange.  (The 
complainant was white and the other customer was Black.)  The complainant had a 
different perspective, and asserted that he done a good job of handling the other 
person’s unprovoked aggression.  He explained that he was intending to meet someone 
on the location who had yet to arrive, and that he was also reluctant to leave because of 
a concern that his antagonist might be waiting outside for him.   

Regardless of who had initiated/perpetuated the conflict with the other customer, the 
officers explained that the manager was authorized to have the man leave the premises 
and that his ongoing failure to comply would constitute a trespassing violation.  They 
escorted the man outside, and he got into his car after obtaining the officers’ names and 
badge numbers.  The officers waited and watched the man drive off.  The whole call 
lasted approximately seven minutes. 

Nearly three weeks later, the complainant contacted the Department to express his 
interest in ensuring that a police report be taken about the incident at the coffeeshop.  
He spoke to one of the involved officers by phone later that same day.  The officer 
explained that the resolution of the trespassing issue had meant that no formal report 
was taken, given that they did not have enough facts to establish that the clash between 
the two men had reached the level of a crime.  But the complainant offered additional 
details and asserted his belief that the other man’s alleged verbal abuse and threats 
constituted an assault for which the complainant sought to press charges.  He went on 
at some length about his version of the story.   

Asked about the additional information he was now providing (including the seemingly 
newfound interest in criminal allegations), the man answered that he had felt rushed by 
the need to leave the premises on the day of the incident.  He also shared a theory that 
he had been the victim of a politically motivated set up.  

The officer said he would return to the coffeeshop for additional investigation, including 
a request for any surveillance video of the incident and further information about the 
other patron, whose identity was not known.  In keeping with the complainant’s request 
and in order to capture the new information, the officer wrote a police report 
documenting the substance of the call and the complainant’s allegations.  The officer 
added in his report that he followed up with a return visit to the coffee establishment; 
however, he said that none of the staff who happened to be working at the time of this 
outreach had been present for the incident or had useful information about its 
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particulars.  He also mentioned in his report that the press of other calls for service had 
impeded his ability to do additional follow up. 

After several weeks had passed, the complainant re-engaged with the Department to 
ask about the status of the case.  The handling officer spoke with him on the phone and 
explained that he had been unsuccessful in his initial efforts to get useful information at 
the coffee shop, and acknowledged that he had let the issue slip in light of other 
obligations.  The officer tried to explain that the lack of information about the other 
party’s identity was limiting his ability to take action.  The complainant said he himself 
would attempt to determine the person’s name, and that he was willing to make 
repeated visits to the establishment until he spotted the person again – but he wanted 
assurance that LCPD would be responsive if he succeeded.   

In the aftermath of that call, the officer returned to the coffeeshop.  This time, he was 
able to speak with the employee who had originally called in the request for police 
assistance.  She reiterated her original impressions of the event, but added that the 
shop now had its own file about the incident.  The officer then got contact information for 
a district manager, and had a ten-minute phone call with that person. 

The district manager explained that the company was familiar with the complainant’s 
concerns, and that the man had expressed his dissatisfaction over having been 
accused of trespass and with other aspects of the incident.  He had apparently also 
threatened litigation.  Per the district manager, the officer also learned that they knew 
the other customer’s first name, but did not have other identifying information, and that 
they had saved surveillance video from the incident.   

What followed over the next several weeks was a period in which the Department’s 
efforts with regard to the case essentially came to an end based on the lack of workable 
information.  The complainant, meanwhile, remained highly engaged and insistent on 
filing assault charges against the other man in the dispute. 

He spoke to various individuals and rank levels within LCPD, gained access to body-
worn camera recordings, his 911 call, reports, and other information, and gradually 
expanded the scope of his allegations.  He was now asserting a “conspiracy” against 
him.  His list of involved participants now included the man whom he was supposed to 
meet on the day of the incident (whom he had come to believe was responsible for 
“setting him up”) and the coffee shop manager who originally called the police (whom he 
accused of lying). 

After reaching impasse with the Department in his efforts to have them pursue assault 
charges or conduct further investigative efforts about his conspiracy theory, he met with 
Internal Affairs for an in-person interview in which he laid out his various concerns.  This 
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was supplemented by a number of email communications and video links over the 
course of the ensuing weeks.  These did not prove to be helpful or directly relevant in 
the Department’s eyes.   

Some two months after meeting with Internal Affairs, and approximately six months after 
the original incident, the man filed a written complaint that the Department used to 
frame its investigation.  At this point, he was making further accusations about possible 
federal crimes, and about the involvement of other elected officials in Las Cruces.  He 
claimed he was the victim of “domestic political terrorism.” 

Various communications have reportedly continued, and have included mentions of 
potential litigation. He has also made a number of public records requests, including for 
background information about some of the different Department members he has 
encountered. 

 

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 
LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a formal investigation of the incident and combined 
the various aspects of the complainant’s concerns into one policy section.  This was 
General Order 103.01 UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE, which contains the 
following elements: 

1. Lack of knowledge and proper application of laws and procedures.  

2. An unwillingness or inability to perform assigned tasks.  
 
3. Failing to conform to work standards.  

4. Engaging in personal conduct which interferes with the proper performance of 
any employee's duties.  

5. Failing to take appropriate action regarding a crime or other condition brought 
to their attention.  

 
The Department focused on the officer who had been one of the two to initially respond, 
who had followed up with the complainant, who wrote the disputed report, and who 
engaged in subsequent investigative efforts.  LCPD determined that the officer’s 
performance was consistent with policy and expectations under the challenging 
circumstances of the complainant’s evolving requests.  The investigator found that the 
officer had done appropriate due diligence in investigating the incident.  Although there 
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were unanswered questions and potential “leads” that were not pursued (or not able to 
be pursued), the Department took the position that the efforts that were undertaken 
constituted appropriate due diligence in light of the known information.   

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
There was no formal discipline or review of the officer’s personnel file in this case 
because the allegations were exonerated.   
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed the documents and 
digital evidence, which included numerous emails from the complainant as the matter 
unfolded over several months.  We also reviewed body-worn camera recordings of the 
initial call for service.   
 

Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
This case posed a challenge to the Department, insofar as the evolving demands and 
allegations of the complainant created a “moving target” of sorts and seemed to be 
increasingly extreme.  LCPD chose to limit its formal review to the initial incident and the 
different phases of the officer’s response.  Within that framework, the finding that the 
officer had acted appropriately seemed to be supported by the evidence. 
 
The initial call for service was brief and uneventful, and the complainant’s explanation of 
what occurred was significantly less detailed and accusatory than his later recollections.  
He later acknowledged this, but accounted for it by saying that the officer’s had rushed 
him, and that he was reluctant to delve into the true story.  That said, the officers were 
polite, professional and efficient in resolving the issue by escorting him out of the 
establishment.   
 
The subsequent outreach by the complainant shifted the burden for further 
documentation and inquiry on to the officer, but the officer’s subsequent efforts seemed 
responsive.  He documented the additional information as relayed to him by the 
complainant, and said he would investigate further back at the scene of the incident.  
Though his initial efforts to do so were reportedly unsuccessful,1 he supplemented these 

 
1 He wrote in his report that when he had first returned to the coffee shop, none of the staff 
working at that time was familiar with the incident.  This contact was apparently not recorded on 
body-worn camera.  
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several weeks later after additional outreach from the complainant.  At that point, he 
learned that the “missing” customer had not returned to the location, that he was known 
only by his first name, and that the company had opened its own file into the matter 
based on the complainant’s contentious interactions with staff since the time of the 
incident.   
 
While there were more avenues that potentially could have been pursued (such as re-
interviews of staff), the conflicting evidence, unknown subject, and low-level nature of 
the original “assault” incident limited the viability of further action.  This meant that the 
officer had performed in a manner that LCPD was prepared to endorse, and they 
exonerated him of the applicable performance violations that were at issue. 
 
Unfortunately, the stalemate in communicating with the complainant (which amounted to 
his insisting on assault charges, and the Department saying that further documentation 
was not warranted) eventually morphed into his belief that LCPD was somehow 
complicit and then cover up what had actually occurred at the coffeeshop.  He became 
frustrated and then accusatory with several different LCPD officers of various ranks.  
Moreover, as stated above, the nature of his allegations – and the investigation into 
wrongdoing that he sought – expanded to include a larger and larger circle based on 
increasingly unlikely theories. This was not completely reflected in the administrative 
investigation as documented.   
 
Where that investigation could have been stronger, in our view, was in a more 
methodical assessment of the various claims raised by the complainant in his written 
submission.  These ranged from the particular (an allegation that the officer had called 
him a “fucking clown” at some point, and an allegation that certain report dates had 
been inaccurate) to the more elaborate (the refusal to consider new evidence and to 
follow up on leads provided by the complainant).   By choosing to focus exclusively and 
narrowly on the original officer’s actions, the investigation left a few loose ends that 
would have benefited from formal response.   
 
We spoke with the Department about the case and learned some additional information 
about its decision-making and posture toward the complainant and his concerns.  This 
was helpful to our understanding in both general and specific ways. 
 
More broadly, we learned the Department made the decision at some point that, given 
the complainant’s increasing demands and litigious posturing, it would be best to focus 
on the essence of the original complaint and not provide additional fuel for the other 
theories or grievances.  We also heard about further steps that had informed the 
agency’s analysis but were not documented in the materials we received. 
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We learned, for example, that any surveillance video from the coffeeshop could not be 
obtained without the company’s cooperation, which it was reportedly declining to 
provide.  And that the Department had heard from the man who had supposedly invited 
the complainant to the coffeeshop on the day in question – and who disavowed any 
desire to be involved in the matter at all based on his own concerns about the 
complainant.  Lastly, the Department assured us that it had looked into the “fucking 
clown” allegation and discounted it as it related to the officer.2 
 
These steps showed additional “due diligence” that would have been helpful to know 
about it.  This information would have furthered our sense (and reinforced the 
Department’s conclusion) that no misconduct had occurred, and it should have been 
included in the investigative package.  Accordingly, we have occasion to repeat a 
recommendation that we have made before:   
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 
LCPD should include relevant background information that may inform the case, 
investigative process and/or outcome in the investigative report. 

 
Moreover, the concerns about the difficulty in satisfying an increasingly frustrated, 
skeptical complainant are understandable here.  But in some ways, they militate in favor 
of a comprehensive response.  Here, we would have preferred LCPD to make a 
concerted effort to frame and respond to each allegation to the best of its ability – and to 
be clear if it chose not to pursue certain matters in light of their unlikelihood or seeming 
illegitimacy.   
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 2 
 
LCPD should approach the investigative response to, and analysis of, each 
element within a complaint in a clear, direct, and methodical way.   

 
2 The complainant sent voluminous emails to the Department, many of which linked to videos 
that supposedly had evidentiary value (and one of which referenced this disparaging comment 
allegation).  We had access to the emails, but the videos (posted by the complainant) had been 
taken down from the internet and were not available.  The Department told us their own access 
had been limited as well.   
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LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group. LCPD IA will continue to improve our investigative process and include more 
background information in the investigative report. 

 
 



 

 

 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  September 12, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022EIC1-018 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate. This case was classified as an 
External Investigation – Category 1 (EIC1) and investigated by Internal Affairs.     

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on August 26, 2022.    

Case Summary 
This case was initiated by a call for a “disorderly subject.”  A woman met the responding 
officer on the street.  She requested that the officer serve her female domestic partner a 
protection order that would remove her from the residence that they shared.    

A second LCPD officer arrived.  The officers served the protective order to the woman’s 
partner while the woman waited in her parked car a block away.   

The partner said that she was fighting cancer and had nowhere to go.  The first officer 
apologized and said that she had to vacate the property.   
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The partner yelled in the direction of the woman’s car and then asked the officers how 
she could take all of her property from the home, stating that everything was her 
property.  The officers advised the woman to take care of that in court, and to only pack 
her essentials and leave.  The partner then entered the home, out of sight, and the 
officers waited outside. 

The partner came out and asked the officers if they wanted to “get [the woman’s] crack 
pipe for her.”  She advised that she had also called the police.   The officer explained 
that he could not enter the home and that they were only there to serve the court order.  
The partner then asked the officers for something to open her bedroom door because 
she had locked herself out.  The officers briefly entered the home.  The partner said that 
the woman had her bedroom key. 

The first officer walked over to the woman’s car to obtain the key, but the second officer 
managed to open the bedroom door without it.  Both officers then exited the home and 
continued to stand outside.   

The partner came out again and asked the first officer to speak to her cancer care 
provider on her phone.  The provider asked the officers where the partner was 
supposed to go.  The officer said that he did not have any options for her.  The partner, 
frustrated, then left the residence in her car.   

The woman drove into the driveway and told the officers that, via the home’s security 
cameras, she had observed the partner “plant” a crack pipe in her bedroom.  The 
officers advised her to just throw it away, stating that they would not “get into it.” 

After a brief exchange, the woman thanked the officers and walked away.  The officers 
turned off their body-worn cameras.  According to the woman, she then asked the 
officers to help her with her broken garage door, and the first officer responded, “I’m not 
a handyman.”   

The next day, a third officer responded to the residence because the woman reported 
that her partner was threatening her.  The woman asked this officer if the other two 
officers should have entered the home with the partner the prior evening.  The third 
officer responded that, yes, the officers should have followed the partner around the 
home as part of a civil standby.1    

The officer then explained that the LCPD policy on civil standbys states that officers 
must ensure that the other party does not take property that does not belong to them 

 
1 A Civil Standby, also known as a Domestic Standby, is when one or both parties request that a 
police officer “stands by” to keep the peace in a situation involving a civil dispute. 
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and only take clothing and hygiene supplies.  The officer advised the woman to file a 
complaint and offered the first officer’s name and badge number.  The woman filed a 
complaint. 

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 
LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a preliminary investigation of the incident and framed 
two allegations against the first responding officer:  

IA framed one allegation related to General Order 203.10.A., Domestic Family 
Disturbance – Reports as follows:  

1. The Department alleged that the officer failed to submit a “priority 
offense/incident report” that documented the domestic family disturbance. 
 
LCPD exonerated the officer, stating that the initial call for service was for a 
“disorderly subject,” that no direct instance of domestic disturbance was 
observed by the officer on the evening in question, and that the call as originally 
classified did not explicitly require an incident report.   
 
LCPD did note that the call could have been re-classified as a domestic 
disturbance by the responding officer, which would have required a report.  As 
we discuss later, LCPD referred the officer to training on this topic.   

IA framed one allegation related to General Order 203.11 Domestic Family 
Disturbance Domestic Standby Calls for Service as follows:  

2. The woman alleged that the officer did not follow Department protocol for serving 
the protective order and performing a civil standby because he allowed the 
partner to be in the home unattended, during which time the partner destroyed 
property and “planted” drug paraphernalia.     
 
LCPD exonerated the officer, stating that the officer acted in a manner consistent 
with LCPD policy related to civil standby calls.   

 

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
There was no formal discipline in this case because the officer was exonerated; 
however, LCPD did issue a training referral for the officer to review the Department’s 
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policies regarding reports for domestic disturbances.  LCPD reported that the officer 
attended the mandatory Department-wide Biennium Training during which this specific 
topic was covered.  
 
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  
 

Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
We found that the evidence directly related to this incident supported the findings.  
However, we found the investigation to be incomplete.  As we have reported in past 
reviews, LCPD did not frame all allegations in this incident. 
 
First, we noted that only one officer was named and investigated.  But two officers 
responded to the call and had significant involvement with the complainant.  We noted 
that the complainant only named the first officer, but her complaint involved the way that 
LCPD – in the form of both officers -- executed the civil standby.  LCPD should have 
also framed an allegation regarding failure to properly execute the civil standby 
(allegation #2 above, related to General Order 203.11) against the second officer. 
 
Second, the woman alleged that the first officer was rude when he stated, “I’m not a 
handyman” at the end of the incident.  The IA investigator wrote that he was “unable to 
locate where [the officer] stated that he ‘was not a handyman’” and did not frame an 
allegation regarding this statement.   
 
But to seemingly disregard the allegation because it was not captured on body-worn 
camera is not a good practice and sets a troubling precedent.  While we also did not 
hear this comment on the officers’ body-worn cameras, it is possible that the interaction, 
which the woman described in detail, occurred off-camera; in fact, the woman stated 
that she called the officers back as they were leaving to request help with her garage 
door, possibly after they had de-activated their cameras.         
 
Here, the appropriate allegation would be related to the Code of Conduct as listed in 
General Order 103.   
 
Again, we recommend that LCPD frame all allegations to ensure complete and thorough 
investigations that accurately reflect the totality of the complainant’s concerns.   
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RECOMMENDATION 1 
LCPD should frame all allegations to ensure complete and thorough 
investigations that accurately reflect the totality of the complainant’s concerns.   

 
Additional Policy, Training, or Other Findings 
 
We noted one additional finding.  In our second Semi-Annual Audit Report, we noted an 
upward trend of complaints arising from domestic disturbances (specifically, calls for 
civil/domestic standbys) and allegations related to report-writing.  This is another case 
dealing with both issues.   
 
When we previously identified these issues, Department leadership responded that it 
would provide more explicit and frequent training on domestic disturbances, including 
the role of officers in standby calls, and on report-writing.  As noted above, the 
Department-wide mandatory training covering these topics occurred from August to 
September 2022 (notably, after this incident occurred).  The Department-wide training 
may have provided some clarity for officers, and we will continue to review these cases 
as they arise to ensure that the training had the intended effect.   
 
But we also recommend that LCPD consider clarification of the policy related to civil 
standbys, General Order 203.11.  As noted in the Case Summary above, the third 
officer’s interpretation of General Order 203.11 differed from the first and second 
officers’ interpretation: one believed that the officer should accompany the parties as 
they collected personal belongings while the other two thought that they should simply 
“stand by” and wait outside.   
 
None of the officers are wrong, which points to room for clarification in both the policy 
itself and in related training.  The policy does not explicitly state what the officers should 
do – accompany the parties or wait outside – and we recommend that the Department 
consider drafting more specific expectations for officers who respond to these calls. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 2 
LCPD should consider creating more explicit guidelines for officers who respond 
to domestic standbys by clarifying General Order 203.11.    
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LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group. The Las Cruces Police Department Internal Affairs Lieutenant will conduct 
training with all personnel in Internal Affairs specific to framing of all allegations. A note 
will be added to the checklist prior to turning investigation in for review.  
 
The compliance sergeant will review General Order 203.11 (Domestic Standbys) for 
specific expectations and to confirm that the policy matches the training provided to our 
officers.  
 



 

 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  July 22, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2021EIC1-024 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  This case was eventually 
classified as an External Investigation – Category 1 (EIC1) and investigated by Internal 
Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on July 19, 2022.    

Case Summary 
A sergeant from LCPD stopped a man in parking lot after he made a food delivery.  
After the incident, the complainant alleged that the sergeant was rude, used excessive 
force, arrested him without cause, failed to provide him medical treatment, and failed to 
communicate with him effectively, as he is deaf and uses sign language.  The 
complainant provided information about his concern to an LCPD detective, who used 
the information and a translation service to complete a complaint form. 

The complainant indicated that the conflict had started when he delivered a large order 
but received a minimal tip.  The complainant indicated that he had returned to his 
vehicle, when the police arrived and an officer told him to turn off the engine.  The 
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complainant alleged that he had been placed in handcuffs, that his vehicle was illegally 
searched, and that he was not provided an interpreter to help him understand what was 
happening and explain to him the four citations he received.  The complainant further 
alleged that he was not provided medical treatment on scene. 

According to police records, a 911 call was received from an individual who indicated 
that the man who had delivered a food order was upset about the size of the tip.  She 
claimed that he had thrown her food down in response, was banging on the apartment 
door, and was shining a flashlight in her windows.   

The complainant was cited for obstructing movement, disorderly conduct, prowling, and 
use of a telephone to terrify.  The charges were eventually dismissed against the 
complainant.   

A review of the body-worn camera footage shows the sergeant arriving in the parking lot 
and a van moving forward slowly and coming to a stop in front of the sergeant’s patrol 
car.  The van then continued to move forward, then backward, and the sergeant 
instructed the driver (later the complainant) to stop.  The sergeant moved to the van and 
grabbed the driver’s wrist, while instructing him to turn the vehicle off.   

The driver only stared at the sergeant as the engine revved and he was ordered out of 
the vehicle.  After the driver pointed to his mouth and right ear, the sergeant began 
gesturing to the driver to turn off the vehicle.  A back up officer arrived with his Taser 
drawn, but the sergeant advised the officer that the driver was deaf.  The back up officer 
holstered his Taser and turned off the engine.  Officers then removed the driver from his 
seat.  At this point, the tone of the officers changed from authoritative to helpful.   

The sergeant retrieved the driver’s identification, which was visible from outside the van.  
No further search was done of the van.  The sergeant used a “sign” to ask the driver if 
he was hurt.  In response, the driver nodded and gestures to his left arm.  The sergeant 
used a “sign” to ask the driver if he needed a doctor, and the driver again nodded yes.  
Accordingly, the sergeant requested emergency paramedics to respond to the location.   

The Fire Department arrived and one of the LCPD officers on scene advised that the 
driver was deaf and that there had been some communication issues.  The Fire 
Department advised that they did not have someone on scene who knew sign 
language.   This officer removed the driver’s handcuffs and took him out of the back of 
the patrol vehicle (where he was being detained) so that he would be able to 
communicate in writing.  The driver was provided a pen and paper and immediately 
wrote that he wanted another supervisor to come on scene.  Multiple pieces of paper 
were used to write notes to the driver, who ultimately decided not to accept a transport 
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to the hospital and signed a “medical refusal” form.  The driver was then seated, still 
uncuffed, in the rear of the backup officer’s patrol unit. 

The officers completed the citations and removed the driver from the rear of the patrol 
vehicle.  The driver then made a request for his walker, which was retrieved by the 
sergeant and given to the driver.  The driver made further efforts to communicate with 
the sergeant to varying degrees of success.  At one point, the sergeant told the driver 
that they would discuss the incident in court, but it was clear that the driver did not 
understand the comment and the sergeant verbally admitted not knowing the sign for 
“court.” Similarly, the driver asked about the “prowling” citation and the sergeant tried to 
explain verbally how it applied to the driver in this incident. 

The body-worn camera footage then showed responding officers presenting the 
citations to the driver for signature and motioning for him to sign them, which he did.  
The responding officers attempted to explain to the driver the court date, provided 
copies of the citations to the driver, and the driver was advised he could return to his 
van. 

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 
LCPD determined that: 

 The sergeant and other responding officers treated the driver respectfully 
 There was no illegal detention or search 
 The minimal force used was reasonable and consistent with policy 
 The driver was examined by Fire Department personnel and refused an offer to 

be transported to the hospital 
 

LCPD’s “Persons with Disabilities – Procedures for Handling Deaf/Speech Impaired 
Persons” policy requires that all written questions and responses between and among 
officers and persons with hearing impairments must be placed into evidence.  In this 
case, however, the notebook that was used to communicate between the driver, the 
officers, and the Fire Department was not booked into evidence and could not be 
located.  As a result, the investigator assigned to the case determined that the failure to 
book the written communications was a violation of the Persons with Disabilities policy. 

However, this initial recommendation was countermanded by the chain of command.  
The reasoning was that those communications between the driver and the officers 
adequately captured the citation information.  The further recommendation was that 
LCPD’s Persons with Disabilities policy needed to be updated. 
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OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  We found the investigation to be objective, fair and thorough.  
We agreed with the “unfounded” findings regarding the driver’s allegations of rudeness, 
failure to provide medical attention, illegal search and detention, and excessive force.  
However, we did not find persuasive LCPD’s analysis that because the written 
communications were intended to explain the citations to the driver, they did not need to 
be booked into evidence.  While a good part of the discussion between the sergeant 
and driver involved questions about the nature of the citations, there were other matters 
discussed (such as whether the driver wanted medical attention) that went beyond the 
scope of the citation and which were recorded in the notebook.  The sergeant’s failure 
to book those communications resulted in a technical violation of current policy relating 
to persons with disabilities. 
 
However, the more important point is that we emphatically agree with LCPD that its 
current policy relating to persons with disabilities needs to be updated to reflect 
progressive policing in dealing with those who may be hearing impaired.   Most 
importantly, current policy advises officers that they are not required to request a sign 
language interpreter if the officer does not need to interview a subject with a hearing 
impairment in order to issue a citation or effectuate an arrest, so long as the officer can 
explain the nature of the infraction. 
 
In this case, while the sergeant tried to use his limited sign language capabilities to 
communicate with the driver, it is apparent that the encounter with the driver in this case 
could well have benefitted from having an interpreter with sign language capabilities on 
scene.  As it stood, LCPD policy did not require such an intervention, even though the 
arrest was effectuated by a use of force and paramedics were called to the scene, 
further complicating the communication with the deaf subject.  The plethora of concerns 
later raised by the driver might well have been ameliorated if a signer had been present 
to assist in communicating with the driver. 
 
Moreover, as identified by LCPD in this case, current policy is unclear on what is 
expected to be booked into evidence if officers use written communications to attempt 
to interact with the deaf person.  Recently, the San Francisco Police Department 
updated its policy on dealing with the hearing impaired, and we attach that policy here  
to compare the depth of guidance provided to its officers with current LCPD policy.  
 
Former President Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century policing recommended that law 
enforcement  seek input from relevant stakeholders when policies are being updated.  
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In this case, seeking input from advocates such as the New Mexico Commission for 
Deaf & Hard of Hearing (which has offices in Las Cruces) would be helpful in 
determining how best to revise LCPD’s current policy in order to provide clearer 
guidance.  It is well worth the effort to promote approaches that help both officers and 
deaf persons (subjects, witnesses, and victims) better navigate through the challenges 
of investigative encounters, citations, and arrests.   
 

RECOMMENDATION:  LCPD should engage with advocates for the deaf 
and hard of hearing to revise its policies so that officers and deaf persons 
can use effective tools of communication in their encounters with each 
other. 

 
Attachment 

 

LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group. The Las Cruces Police Department Academy is working with local advocates for 
the deaf and hard of hearing to update our curriculum for our Persons with Disabilities 
course. We are also currently reviewing our Persons with Disabilities policy as 
recommended by OIR. 



 

 
 

 
  
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  November 28, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2022EIC1-026 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate. This case was classified as an 
External Investigation/Category 1 (EIC1) – a complaint from the member of the public 
that received a formal review – and was investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on November 23, 2022.    

Case Summary 
This complaint arose from an anonymous phone call to the City’s “EthicsPoint Hotline.”  
The complainant claimed to have witnessed an LCPD vehicle idling outside of a 
Walmart entrance for an extended period of time, presumably with the air conditioning 
running as well.  The complainant assumed (correctly) that the relevant officer was 
working an off-duty overtime security assignment for the store. He or she added a 
statement about having noticed the same dynamic on multiple occasions in previous 
months.   

Interestingly, the concerns raised in the phone call had been brought to the 
Department’s attention earlier in the year by various parties.  This had prompted a 
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sergeant who was in charge of the Walmart assignment to issue an email to all 
commissioned LCPD personnel some two months before the specific shift that 
prompted the complainant’s call.  The sergeant’s email mentioned two issues:  the lack 
of visible activity by assigned officers and the potential violation of the City Manager’s 
written policy on vehicle idling by City employees – which of course encompassed 
Police Department members.  Both proved to be germane to the allegations as 
subsequently received over the Hotline. 

Given the specific complaint and the backdrop of concerns about the identified 
behaviors, the Department initiated a formal investigation that was handled by Internal 
Affairs. 

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 

Applicable General Orders, Training, or Other City Policies 
 
The applicable City Manager Policy (CMP # 3.9), which expressly references “all City 
vehicles operating in a non-emergency situation,” contains the following relevant language 
that was used by the investigator to frame the case.   
 
II. …Operators of City vehicles should take due care to assure vehicles are not left idling 

unless exempted as noted in sections herein.  This would include the use of the 
vehicle/equipment during any breaks and/or lunch time. 

 
III. All City Departments and employees will adhere to best practices for vehicle life cycle, 

efficient fuel consumption and improving air quality.   
 
Based on “sign-up” sheets for the Walmart overtime slots, the investigator was able to identify 
the officer who was working on the afternoon referenced in the telephonic complaint.  Based 
on that information, the investigator pulled body-worn camera video from the shift in question 
and found one short police contact in the parking lot that occurred approximately two hours 
before the identified period.  Accordingly, it was of limited relevance.   
 
The investigator also interviewed the identified officer.  The officer did not have a specific 
recollection of the day or time in question (which preceded the interview by several weeks), 
but he described his regular practice more generally.  He claimed that he was conscious of 
the policy, that he refrained from running the vehicle while he was not inside of it, that he did 
periodically sit in his idling radio car to perform work-related tasks or take a break, that his 
practice was to be mostly out of the car, and that he had been more diligent in recent weeks 
about these matters in light of the sergeant’s emailed admonitions. 
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The investigator determined that there was no basis for definitively establishing whether a 
policy violation had occurred.  The original complaint was vague about certain key elements 
– such as whether the officer was spotted inside the car during the time in question, and what 
the exact time parameters may have been. Nor was investigative follow-up with the 
complainant feasible, given the anonymous nature of the telephonic message that initiated 
the case.  And the officer’s description of his own activity – as best as he could recall it – did 
not provide definitive corroboration that the City Manager’s policy had been violated.  The 
recommendation was that the allegation be “Unfounded,” and this proved to be the final result. 
 

Outcome: Discipline or Other Action 
 
There was no formal discipline or review of the officer’s personnel file in this case 
because no violation of policy was established.   
 

OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed the underlying complaint 
write-up, the investigative memo, the other relevant documents, and listened to the 
investigator’s interview with the officer. 
 

Assessment of Investigation as Completed by LCPD 
 
We concur with the determination that no basis for discipline was established. 
 
However, by the Department’s own assessment (as reflected in the investigative memo), 
“there are insufficient facts available in this case to either prove or disprove the allegation.”  
This means that the more accurate formal disposition in the case would seemingly be “Not 
Sustained.” 
 
In some respects, this distinction is a minor one: neither an “Unfounded” or a “Not Sustained” 
finding leads to a disciplinary consequence. However, in these circumstances “Not Sustained” 
better captures the inconclusive nature of the review.  It also better reflects the lingering 
ambiguity over whether the officer’s actual conduct was consistent with expectations as 
framed by the City Manager’s vehicle idling policy and the Department sergeant’s email that 
specifically addressed the Walmart security assignment. 1 

 
1 Interestingly, in his comments at the conclusion of the interview (which he attended without 
representation), the officer seemed open to the possibility that discipline would be ensuing.   
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While the investigator did some effective due diligence here, the interview itself was short and 
somewhat generalized. When we raised this issue in prior case reviews, LCPD responded 
that it planned to provide more training regarding conducting thorough and complete 
interviews for all Internal Affairs personnel and other supervisors who conduct personnel 
investigations.  This is encouraging, but we hope this topic will continue to receive managerial 
attention. 
 
Here, there were few follow-up questions regarding the acknowledgements that the officer 
himself made about routinely (if only intermittently) spending Walmart shift time in his vehicle 
with the engine running.  (How long were these sessions?  Did his activities inside the vehicle 
require the engine to be running – for use of the in-car computer, for example?  Why did he 
only have one recorded encounter with a member of the public during the shift?  Did the officer 
believe his regular practice comported with both the spirit and letter of the policy?)   It is true 
that the officer cited his familiarity with the sergeant’s earlier guidance and said that he had 
been conscious of comporting with it, but the topic was not explored in detail.   
 
It is creditable that LCPD devoted formal attention to a relatively minor issue. Ideally, the 
exercise itself was an effective way of reinforcing the ideas that the sergeant had tried to 
convey to all officers as an initial response to the problem. That said, our sense was that a 
“Not Sustained” disposition was much more in keeping with the uncertain state of the 
evidence and should have constituted the official finding.  And we hope that the receiving 
of a formal complaint was also the impetus for a broader re-examination of officer 
performance in the context of the overtime security job at Walmart. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
 
LCPD should ensure that its case dispositions are specific and accurate in 
responding to the state of the evidence and the Department’s own findings. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 2 
 
LCPD should provide, or continue to provide, regular training to IA personnel 
regarding conducting thorough and complete interviews.   
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LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group. We concur with the recommendation for the Not Sustained finding versus the 
Unfounded. LCPD also concurs with OIR in that the complaint was extremely vague 
leaving the investigator very little information on which to conduct their interview.  

 
 



 
 

 
 
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  June 2, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – IA # 2021EIC1 - 026 

 

Introduction 

In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on May 2, 2022.   

Case Summary 

The complainant in this case was a woman who was at odds with the neighbors whose 
homes adjoined her own property, with a fence in between.  Those individuals were 
concerned that their privacy was being compromised by someone, and they suspected 
the woman’s grandson – a juvenile.  In the aftermath of a specific call for service which  
resulted in an LCPD visit to her home, the complainant alleged that the officer had been 
rude, had not taken a proper report about the incident, and had wrongly accused her 
grandson of being a “peeping Tom.” 
 
The officer in question responded to the neighbors’ home on consecutive days.  The 
first time, she was responding to a call for service regarding an incident that had just 
occurred.  The woman who lived there alleged she had been taking a shower in her 
bathroom and saw someone attempting to film with a cell phone in the window.  Her 
husband had happened to be sitting in his car on the street outside when this occurred, 
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and explained to the officer that he had not seen anyone entering or leaving. 
Additionally, he said that security cameras on the sides of the home would have 
recorded anyone on the property there, but no such sightings existed.  This led them to 
believe that any intruder had come and gone from the area between their home and the 
neighbors with whom they had had previous tensions.  There was a privacy wall in the 
relevant location that someone could stand atop.  In their view, these facts pointed to 
the potential culpability of the people next door, whose previous comments and 
behaviors had raised concerns in their mind about whether their privacy was being 
respected.   
 
The LCPD officer wrote a report but declined to take further action, saying she could not 
confront the neighbors on the sole basis of the couple’s speculation as to what had 
happened. The couple was very accepting of this at the time.  But they persisted in their 
suspicions, and the man installed an additional camera in the back portion of the house.  
He soon captured video of someone climbing up on the back fence in a manner 
consistent with trying to gain visual access to their window.  Although the camera only 
captured the lower legs and feet of the trespasser, they noted that the person was 
wearing a distinctive brand of basketball shoes. 
 
This prompted the officer to go to the neighbors with the new information. She spoke for 
several minutes with the juvenile’s mother and with the complainant grandmother and 
explained the concern. It was after 10:00 PM when this occurred.  The complainant and 
her adult daughter spoke to the officer for several minutes and adamantly denied that 
the boy had been engaged in such activity or was otherwise unaccounted for.  They 
also claimed he did not have any shoes that matched the description from the video.  
They insisted they had monitored the boy at all relevant times and that he was now 
sleeping, and they declined to wake him to speak with the officer.  They acknowledged 
that a voyeur was a valid concern, but pronounced themselves “furious” at the 
accusation, and freely denounced the strange and hostile behavior of the other couple.  
 
After going back and forth between the parties for several minutes, the officer decided 
that she would take no further action at the moment, but would notify a school resource 
officer and pursue further investigation in case corroborating evidence materialized.   
 
Although the mother and grandmother of the juvenile appeared to be understanding (if 
still quite indignant) as the officer left, the grandmother contacted LCPD the next day to 
express her displeasure with the way the call had been handled.  She thought it was 
very inappropriate for the officer to contact them so late at night, thought that her 
grandson was being “accused” with no justification, and took exception to specific 
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comments that the officer made in an offhanded way (such as observing that the 
neighborhood was “fancy”). 
 
The grandmother remained engaged in the issue in the ensuing weeks.  She had two 
more phone conversations with sergeants and then a phone call with the involved 
officer herself, who had been away from work for several days and did not have any 
updated information.  The grandmother expressed her frustration at this point over the 
idea that the relevant police report was reportedly still not ready for pick-up. 
 
These elements – the officers’ initial handling of the contact and the adequacy of the 
subsequent reporting – eventually formed the basis of woman’s personnel complaint.   
 

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 
LCPD reviewed this matter and ultimately assessed the officer’s behavior with regard to 
two policies.  The first was General Order 141.02 (A):  Police Reports – Accuracy and 
Thoroughness.  The second was General Order 103.05 (A,B): Code of Conduct, 
Conduct Toward the Public.  The investigator reviewed the written report that the officer 
submitted after her initial conduct with the reporting parties; this was apparently the only 
documentation completed under the original case number.  The investigator also 
reviewed relevant body-worn camera footage from the officer’s responses to the 
address on the consecutive nights of the incident, as well as recordings of the 
complainant’s subsequent outreach to LCPD in the following days and weeks.  Based 
on this information, LCPD exonerated the officer.   
 
We concur with this result in part, but disagree in part. 
 
In our own review of the body-worn camera footage, we found the officer to have 
handled a difficult situation with sensitivity, balance, and sound judgment.  A dispute 
between antagonistic neighbors is often inherently tense, and the alleged behavior at 
issue here clearly constituted a new level of concern.  The officer worked to navigate 
her way through the strong emotions that the accusation engendered among the 
parties.  She sought to reassure the husband and wife while recognizing that the 
evidence was significant but not conclusive, and that the youth of the grandson was a 
complicating factor that needed to be reckoned with.  Her raising of the allegation in the 
manner that she did was appropriate to the circumstances, and none of the specific 
comments that (subsequently) proved offensive to the complainant made the same 
impression on us.  Instead, they seemed like a benign attempt to establish rapport and 
defuse the agitation that the contact itself had created from the outset.   
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Accordingly, we concur that the “Conduct Toward the Public” policy was not violated. 
 
We also believe that the Department mishandled the investigation into the adequacy of 
the officer’s report writing.  The reporting had become a bone of contention for the 
complainant, presumably because she sought assurances that no unjustified 
representations against her grandson had made their way into official documents, and 
because she wanted to establish that he was not under lingering suspicion.  She 
appears to have been correct in her concerns about the completeness of 
documentation, for reasons we explain below.  However, the Department exonerated 
the officer.1  
 
The investigation memorandum makes the key mistake of focusing exclusively on the 
report that the officer prepared and submitted in reference to the original call for service, 
which ended with her explaining to the husband and wife that their speculation, however 
warranted, was not sufficient without other evidence to justify a contact with the family 
next door.  That report was accurate and appropriately detailed.  However, it does not 
include any of the events from the following evening, when the husband and wife were 
able to produce the time-stamped video from an additional camera that had just been 
installed in direct response to their suspicions.  That video showed someone’s feet 
climbing onto the privacy wall that allowed a potential vantage point into their bathroom 
– and was proximate to the neighbor’s property. 
 
It was on this second night that the officer encountered the complainant for the first time 
and broached the possibility of the grandson’s involvement.  Naturally, that portion of 
the incident was highly germane to both the criminal case and the grandmother’s 
concerns.  But no supplemental report appears to have been prepared or was made 
available to us, nor does the investigation acknowledge this missing information. 
 
It was as if that part of the report-writing failure, which seemingly would have led to a 
different finding for that allegation, was not considered in the investigation at all.  But we 
later learned that there was a reason for this:  namely, that the issue of any subsequent 
report had been handled in a separate forum and was purposely excluded from the 
inquiry into the complaint.   
 
It is our understanding from the Department that timely reporting was an established 
shortcoming in the officer’s performance history, and that relevant issues been 

 
1 Interestingly, it also sent the complainant a notification letter that only focused on the “Code of 
Conduct” policy and omitted any reference to the report-writing issue.  
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addressed with the officer prior to the complaint officially being received.  Duplication of 
efforts (or consequences) was avoided in framing this subsequent administrative 
review, because the performance concern had already been identified and addressed. 
   
While this makes at least partial sense as an explanation, this prior counseling was not 
reported in the investigative memo or otherwise documented to our knowledge.  As a 
result, the investigation, which ended up exonerating the officer as if the complaint had 
no merit, missed an opportunity to accurately document the officer’s performance lapse 
and did a disservice to the complainant.  The process would have been better served if 
the investigation cited the previous intervention and left it at that.  Instead, the 
investigator imposed a narrow frame on “eligible” conduct and reached a conclusion 
that was misleading. Put simply, the formal “Exonerated” outcome here is faulty and not 
reflective of the shortcoming that prompted a part of the complaint.  
 
More broadly, this case is another example in which conversations with the Department 
helped to clarify processes or outcomes that were initially confusing to us.  We 
appreciate the Department’s candor and cooperation whenever we have questions.   
Ideally, though, a case file will stand on its own as a clear depiction of what occurred 
and why – without reliance on background information that is understood by participants 
in the moment but may not be helpful (or available) if future reference is required.   
Regular documentation is a sound practice with a value that transcends our auditing 
purposes and contributes to effective supervision, proper accountability, and risk 
management.  
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 1 
LCPD should work to better coordinate the interventions handled by supervisors 
with the formal administrative review process. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 2 
LCPD should reassess the underlying criminal case in this incident to ensure the 
adequacy of the police response and address any lingering deficiencies in report-
writing. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3 
LCPD should contact the complainant, explain the flaws in its original review and 
notification letter, and acknowledge the legitimacy of her concerns about the 
officer’s reporting.   
 

RECOMMENDATION 4 
LCPD should follow up with the involved investigator to address flaws in the 
handling of the investigation and analysis in this matter. 

 
  
 

LCPD Management Response 

The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group. LCPD will take recommendations into consideration and review our processes to 
address any deficiencies noted.   
 



 

 

 
 

 
   
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  June 2, 2022 
RE:  Review of Administrative Investigation – #2021EIC1-027 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
internal investigations completed by the Las Cruces Police Department (LCPD) to 
ensure they are complete, objective, thorough, and fair and that findings and actions 
taken in response to the investigations were appropriate.  This case was classified as 
an External Investigation – Category 1 (EIC1) and investigated by Internal Affairs.   

OIR Group received the above-referenced case file on May 2, 2022.    

Case Summary 
The complainant was involved in a vehicle collision in the drive-thru lane of a fast-food 
restaurant.  When the at-fault party refused to provide any insurance or contact 
information, the complainant contacted LCPD.  An officer arrived at the location.   

The officer contacted the complainant while in her vehicle in the drive-thru line and 
advised her to remain in her vehicle.   

The officer then contacted the at-fault party, who initially stated that she would not 
provide any information.  The officer informed her that she could be charged with a hit-
and-run.  The officer provided the woman with a piece of scratch paper from his small 
notebook.  The woman wrote down her insurance policy number.  The officer took the 
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paper back, asked for the insurance company name and telephone number, and added 
that information to the piece of paper.   

While walking back to the complainant’s vehicle, a witness handed the officer a piece of 
paper with her name and phone number. 

The officer then returned to the complainant and provided her both pieces of paper – 
one with the at-fault party’s insurance information and one with the witness’ information.  
The officer gave the complainant another piece of scratch paper to write down her 
insurance information.  He walked this back to the at-fault party.   

He instructed both parties to contact their insurance company, provide the insurance 
information and let the insurance companies deal with the matter. 

Two days later, the complainant called LCPD.  She stated that the at-fault party’s 
insurance policy number as written was incorrect and that the officer did not collect 
additional information (e.g., the name of the at-fault party).  As a result, she was unable 
to file an insurance claim because she did not have any additional identifying 
information for the at-fault party.  She alleged that the officer prevented her from directly 
engaging with the at-fault party and did not provide sufficient and accurate information 
to file a claim.  

LCPD’s Investigation and Analysis 
LCPD’s Internal Affairs conducted a preliminary investigation of the incident and framed 
one allegation against the officer: 
 

1. General Order 274.11. Traffic Crash Investigation  
Among other guidelines for responding to traffic crashes, this General Order 
states that, when a crash occurs on a private property, officers will not complete 
a crash report unless it involved a hit and run, injury, or death, or an arrestable 
offense.  Further, the General Order states that officers shall issue a “private 
property crash card” to the involved parties.   

 
After reviewing the body-worn camera footage of this incident, the IA investigator 
determined that the officer’s conduct was lawful and justified.  The officer was 
exonerated. No further investigation was conducted. 
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OIR Group Review 

LCPD provided OIR Group the case file.  OIR Group reviewed all documents and digital 
evidence in the case file.  We found the investigation to be complete and objective.  And 
while we agree with the finding of “exonerated” for the specific officer, we found that 
LCPD missed an opportunity to provide corrective training for both the officer in specific 
and Department-wide to prevent future occurrences.     
 
The investigation concluded, and we agree, that the officer adhered to what he thought 
were the most basic requirements of responding to a private property traffic crash: he 
facilitated communication between the parties and obtained insurance information, 
albeit inaccurate and potentially intentionally so.  In subsequent discussion with the 
Department, we learned that there are varied criteria and requirements for responding 
to traffic crashes depending on the nature of the crash, nuances that may not be clearly 
understood for officers working assignments other than the Traffic Unit.1   
 
In this case, the Department suggested, and we agree, that this topic could be useful for 
a Department-wide (and especially Patrol) training from the Traffic Unit.  We recently 
recommended that the Department use relevant incidents that emerge in the complaint 
process as a forum for individual or Department-wide training and recommend this here 
again.   

RECOMMENDATION 1 
LCPD should Department-wide training from the Traffic Unit regarding the 
protocol and requirements for responding to traffic crashes. 

 
We also recommend that the officer himself receive specific training on his performance 
during the incident.  While none of his shortcomings rise to the level of formal 
misconduct, the officer’s actions resulted in the complainant’s inability to file an 
insurance claim because of missing/erroneous information.  Considering the 
circumstances that formed the basis for the call for service, it would not be 
unforeseeable that the at-fault party might provide inaccurate insurance information. 

 
1 The Department suggested that, in his capacity as a Patrol officer (versus a Traffic Unit 
officer), the officer may not have been clear on the General Order requirements for coordinating 
a private property traffic crash information exchange. We cannot ascertain this because the 
investigation was closed out at the Preliminary Inquiry level with no officer interview required. As 
we have noted in previous memos, the lack of formal administrative interviews, especially of 
involved/accused personnel, is one significant drawback of the Preliminary Inquiry process.  
While it is suitable for resolving some complaints, it also sometimes leaves questions 
unanswered.  We will continue to work with the Department to refine the complaint investigation 
process. 
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We first noted that the officer treated this call for service rather informally.  The specific 
call for service requested that the officer assist the complainant in collecting important 
information from a resistant, at-fault party.  But the officer engaged both parties in a very 
informal capacity while they were both still in the drive-thru line, even encouraging the 
at-fault party to place her fast-food order in the middle of their conversation, rather than 
having both parties pull over and formally exchange full information to complete his call 
for service. 
 
Second, the officer was not thorough.  When he did obtain compliance from the at-fault 
party, he did not issue a “Private Property Crash Card” because he did not have any at 
his disposal (we discuss this later).  But he also did not otherwise collect relevant 
information that any civilian driver might know to exchange after a traffic collision (e.g., a 
name, phone number or address, photo of a Driver’s License), nor did he confirm the 
accuracy of the insurance information that he did receive.   
 

RECOMMENDATION 2 
LCPD should direct training for this officer regarding the need to treat calls for 
service in a formal manner that serves the needs of the public thoroughly.   

 
 
Further, in our discussion with the Department, we learned that most officers do not 
actually carry Private Property Crash Cards.  If a General Order requires that officers 
provide specific paperwork, as is the case here with the “Private Property Crash Card,” 
we recommend that all officers, regardless of assignment, be furnished the appropriate 
tools to adhere to Department policy and to serve the public.   
 

RECOMMENDATION 3 
LCPD officers, regardless of their assignment, should be furnished with and carry 
the appropriate tools and materials to adhere to Department policies and serve 
the public.   

 
 
Finally, we noted that the LCPD “Citizen Complaint” form still includes language that 
could have the unintended effect of dissuading complainants from participating in the 
complaint process.  In our January 2022 Semi-Annual Report, we recommended that 
the Department remove all references regarding possible penalties for making false 
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statements from the Complaint form.  The Department agreed, and immediately 
removed the reference to one possible penalty (a polygraph examination).  
 
However, the form still includes the following language: 
 

Under penalties as provided by law pursuant to Section 30-39-1 NMSA 
1978, False Reporting, I certify that the allegations set forth in this 
complaint are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.  I understand 
that if I knowingly make false accusations, I may be subject to a criminal 
prosecution or civil penalties. 

In subsequent discussions with LCPD, we learned that the Department is actively 
considering changes to the Citizen Complaint form.  We look forward to reviewing an 
updated version of the form to ensure that complainants are in no way dissuaded from 
reporting a complaint. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 4 
LCPD should remove all language related to possible penalties from the Citizen 
Complaint form that might dissuade the public from participating in the complaint 
process.   

 

 

LCPD Management Response  
The Las Cruces Police Department appreciates the review completed by the OIR 
Group.  The review is thorough and accurate, LCPD will take recommendations into 
consideration. Information will be forwarded to the Professional Development section of 
our academy for future training opportunities. 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
TO:  City of Las Cruces 
FROM: OIR Group 
DATE:  October 17, 2022 
RE:  Review of Closed Litigation 

 

Introduction 
In its role as the City of Las Cruces’ Independent Police Auditor, OIR Group reviews 
closed civil litigation against the city that involved Las Cruces Police Department and / 
or its officers.  OIR Group received one case from the City Attorney that was closed in 
this review period.  OIR Group received files related to this case on October 17, 2022. 

Review Summary 
In this period, OIR Group received one case from the Las Cruces City Attorney’s Office.  
The case involved one Plaintiff.  This case was related to an active shooter training 
session provided by the Las Cruces Police Department during which an unnamed 
officer fired a rifle with blank ammunition in an enclosed space. The Plaintiff alleged 
that, due to her proximity to the blank, she experienced long-term medical issues and 
that the City was negligent when they failed to provide appropriate ear protection for the 
training session.  The case was dismissed pursuant to a settlement in the amount of 
$230,000. 
 
No charges were associated with this claim.   
 
Our scope of work requires that we summarize demographics related to litigation cases.  
In this case:   
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 The Plaintiff is white.   
 No LCPD officers were named.   
 The case occurred in the zip code 88001.    

The case file included LCPD’s active shooter training materials as delivered in 2013, 
which we reviewed and found to be significantly outdated.  As such, we corresponded 
with the LCPD Training Division to learn about the Department’s current active shooter 
training.  The Department reported that it has changed its training curriculum to a 
Federally funded program used nationwide and provided the course outline for review.  
Training personnel have attended “train-the-trainer” qualification sessions; Training 
Division provided their certificates of completion.   

The Department also advised that civilian training classes no longer include any use of 
ammunition or scenarios of any kind. 

 
 
 
 
 


